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Living Warringah
A guide for the future
Over the past year the future direction of Warringah has been the subject of detailed 
discussion. Members of the community, representatives of the State government, 
Council staff and experts in a number of fields have come together in working parties 
to consider the issues and challenges we face, and to discuss the kind of future we 
want for our community.  

We believe it is important to periodically take time out for this kind of discussion 
because the information gathered serves as a useful guide for planning and policy-
making.  Without taking the time for strategic thinking we run the risk of becoming 
too focused on day-to day issues, leaving us ill-prepared to cope with future 
challenges.

The first step in the process was to identify what we perceived to be the main issues 
and challenges, and to submit these in early 2004 to the community for comment.  
Since then we have been meeting to consider the ideas and suggestions put 
forward, and from here develop a vision and plan for Warringah’s future.  The vision 
and plan are mapped out in two documents called Living Warringah and Living 
Warringah - In Focus. 

Living Warringah provides an overview of the future direction of our community, 
painting a picture of how we will live, work and play in the next decade and beyond.

This document, Living Warringah - In Focus, provides the detail behind the vision. 
It gives a comprehensive breakdown of what we want to achieve (our goals) and a 
detailed explanation of how we propose to get there (our strategies).  

Our planning and implementation timeframe is primarily for the next decade, but 
many strategies continue beyond.  Some strategies will be implemented immediately, 
others as resources allow.  

These goals and strategies originate from the community and are the outcome of 
many months of consultation with residents, ratepayers, local business, government 
and Council staff.  We believe they represent the issues that you are concerned about 
and your suggestions for how we can build a better quality of life.

This strategic plan will shape environmental, economic and social decision-making, 
and provide a clear guide and a common purpose. It marks the starting point of a 
journey we will take together to build a Warringah of the future.
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Our Vision
Warringah – A vibrant community, improving 
our quality of life by living and working in 
balance with our special bush and beach 
environment.

THE WARRINGAH OF THE FUTURE

The Warringah of the future is an active and healthy community where 
people work together to make decisions that affect them. 

Together the Council and the community have established a reputation for 
Warringah as a place that responds to 
local needs and celebrates local culture 
and heritage. It recognises and respects 
people at all stages of their lives, with 
a strong emphasis on encouraging and 
supporting young people. 

Warringah has embraced ecological 
sustainability and is renowned for the 
quality of its natural environment and 
urban design.  There is community 
involvement in decisions that affect the 
environment, with all stakeholders given 
fair and open representation.

The catchments and waterways of 
Warringah have been protected and 

their scenic, recreation and habitat values improved for present and future 
generations. The deterioration of natural landscapes has been halted 
and the biodiversity of Warringah is sustained with healthy and resilient 
ecosystems. 

Warringah is made up of a collection of welcoming and safe 
neighbourhoods together with local and regional centres to meet a range 
of needs. Each neighbourhood has a distinct identity and a strong respect 
for Warringah’s bush and beach environments.  Housing choice reflects the 
diverse needs of an evolving population, with greater opportunities to live 
in sustainable, well-designed housing integrated with services, amenities 
and public transport.

The people of Warringah enjoy convenient access to a diverse range of 
recreational and cultural opportunities, including a range of well-managed 
and accessible parks.

A regional transport network provides convenient, efficient and safe 
travel between residential, recreational and business areas. With a strong 
awareness of the environment and a 
choice of safe transport corridors, many 
people choose sustainable travel choices 
like walking and cycling.

Warringah has become not only an 
appealing place to live, but also to 
work. A strong, and growing economy 
provides a diverse range of employment 
opportunities. Local businesses are 
supported by readily available resources 
for lifelong training and education 
to meet the changing needs of the 
community.
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Why Living Warringah?
The strategic plan theme Living Warringah was chosen because we 
believe it represents a number of the themes that keep arising in our 
conversations with the community.

It combines the theme of Warringah as a place for living and the idea that 
communities have many functions in common with living creatures; they 
move, grow, communicate, go through cycles of life and interact. 

Many of the issues covered in Living Warringah are interconnected and 
cannot be considered in isolation.  For instance, housing affordability 
is a planning issue and also a social issue, transport planning cannot 
be discussed without considering housing and employment location. 
Each issue has been allocated where we believe its primary focus lies, 
but as you read through the document you will see that many common 
themes recur.  Our aim is an integrated approach to planning where the 
strategies support each other and work together to achieve the Vision for 
Warringah’s future.

There are four main chapters:

Living Spaces covers how natural and built spaces are managed and 
how we move around within them.  Our aims for Living Spaces are:

Outdoor living: Safe and well-maintained public spaces that reflect 
community needs

Defining development: Socially and environmentally responsible urban 
development

Easy access: Safe, convenient and accessible transport options

Sharing assets: Well-maintained public infrastructure that supports 
sustainable living

Living Environment covers environmental protection and 
sustainable living.  Our aims for Living Environment are:

Protecting nature: Maintaining the health and diversity of the natural 
environment

Your backyard (at home and at work): Living in harmony with the 
environment

Living Communities covers how community members relate to 
each other and Council.  Our aims for Living Communities are:

A place for all: Promoting a supportive, caring community

A Council for the people: An open and trusting relationship between 
Council and the community

Living Enterprises covers business and visitors to Warringah.  
Our aims for Living Enterprises are:

Local opportunities: A strong local economy that provides employment 
and training opportunities

Managing visitors: Balancing the economic benefits of visitors and the 
impact on local resources and the environment

Delivering utilities: Well-managed business infrastructure to support a 
thriving local economy
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How to read 
Living Warringah- 
In Focus.
As well as introductory material and Council’s 
Vision, Living Warringah - In Focus has four key 
chapters – Living Spaces, Living Environment, 
Living Communities and Living Enterprises, 
which contain the strategies for the future.  Each 
chapter is divided into a number of aims (eleven 

in all).  The aims are broad statements about what we wish to achieve and 
provide a structure under which we can group related goals.

Within each chapter there is an introduction about the aims we want 
to achieve, followed by a short discussion that introduces the goals we 
have set to address each aim.  Following this is a series of tables that set 
out our goals, a description of the outcome we are trying to achieve, the 
strategies we will use and how we will measure our success.

Each of the tables is in this format:

Success is …

Describes the outcome - so we will know when we’ve achieved the goal.  There 
are 64 outcomes.

This is an economic/social/environmental outcome – reporting to the 
community will be based on the principles of Ecologically Sustainable 
Development (ESD).  This identifies the appropriate category for reporting.  
More information on ESD follows this table

What we will do …

Outlines the strategies - what we need to do to take action.  There are 138 
strategies

This is important because …

It describes why we think the outcome is worth pursuing

We want …

This goal describes what we want to achieve – there are 35 GoalsChapter and 
Goal Number

To measure this we will monitor... 

This describes ways we may be able to measure whether we are succeeding.  
This section gives a range of possible measures; we will develop reporting 
systems based on the most useful ones
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Ecologically Sustainable Development

The Living Warringah Strategic Plan recognises Council’s commitment to the principles of Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD).  Living Warringah identifies the 
ESD principle that relates to each outcome.  

While we recognise that outcomes may be relevant to more than one principle of ESD, the outcomes have been grouped by their most relevant principle.   These 
principles are:

Council will report to the community each year on progress with implementing the Strategic Plan.  The reporting will be in a Triple Bottom Line (TBL) framework that 
covers economic, social and environmental issues.

Social

to provide for equity 
within and between generations.

Environmental

to protect biological diversity 
and maintain essential 

ecological processes and life-
support systems.

Economic

to enhance individual and 
community well-being and welfare 
by following a path of economic 
development that safeguards the 

welfare of future generations.

Living
Warringah
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Our aims for Living Spaces are:

Outdoor living: Safe and well-maintained public spaces that reflect community needs

Defining development: Socially and environmentally responsible urban development

Easy access: Safe, convenient and accessible transport options

Sharing assets: Well-maintained public infrastructure that supports sustainable living

Living Spaces
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Outdoor Living
Our aim: 

Safe and well-maintained public spaces that 
reflect community needs

Recreation is as diverse as the interests of the community. It can be organised 
sport, a highly adventurous activity, walking, bike-riding, picnicking, or simply 
relaxing in a park. Council provides opportunities for these recreational 
activities on areas of open space managed and maintained by Council. Open 
space includes land that is primarily in a natural state and land that has been 
embellished to encourage recreational use, for example:

• Parks
• Playgrounds
• Sportsgrounds
• Indoor sport and recreation complexes

Warringah has some outstanding natural areas that are valued by both residents 
and visitors. There are many reasons why people enjoy the bush, beaches 
and waterways and one of these is as a place to enjoy recreational activities. 
However in pursuit of pleasure, there is a danger that we can love fragile 
ecosystems to death. Some recreational activities have a high impact on natural 
areas and unregulated access to sensitive areas has the potential to degrade the 
environment.

Users of natural areas will, in some cases, be unaware of the impacts of 
their activities. In other cases, users are aware of the damage they cause yet 
still continue with their activities regardless.  Council is currently developing 
management plans for bushland that will address these concerns.  

Existing open space and facilities face ongoing, and often increasing, demands 
for maintenance.  As standards and expectations increase, extra funding is 
required to embellish and maintain these assets.  Demand for new facilities and 

overuse of existing facilities also increases the need for maintenance. A regional 
hierarchy of open space and recreational opportunities must be identified for all 
types of recreation.

Long term planning to ensure availability of a diverse range of recreational 
opportunities should consider:

• Competing needs
• Fair allocation to a range of users
• The long-term viability of each facility
• The best way to maintain each facility
• Acquiring new facilities

Decision-making needs to be fair and open and easy to understand.

Warringah Council will work with other Councils to develop ways to provide and 
maintain facilities and to explore opportunities for funding. For the northern 
beaches the high levels of visitor use, especially of the beaches and waterways, 
requires a strategic approach for both regional and international visitors and 
how their impacts are managed.

Councils have often allowed the use of open space to be determined by 
particular user-groups. Participation in traditional and organised sports is often 
based on clubs simplifying allocation of resources and communication with 
users. The diversity of sports (both organised and informal) and changing 
participation (with an emphasis on the health benefits of lifelong activity) has 
challenged the way resources are allocated and how new user groups can be 
accommodated.

Council promotes the health benefits of recreation and provides a diversity of 
open space and facilities. A creative approach on the use of open space and 
facilities will provide opportunities for new users and meet changing demands.

To achieve our aim of safe and well-maintained public spaces that reflect 
community needs we have two goals:

• Provide a diversity of open space and recreation facilities
• Balance recreational access to natural areas and environmental concerns
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Provide a diversity of open space and recreation facilities
People use open space and recreation facilities in many ways and it is important 
in our planning that we recognise and provide for a range of uses.  Living 
Spaces Goal 1 establishes our commitment to catering for a range of needs 
and develops a number of strategies, including a regional approach to 
managing our facilities, to ensure that our planning is guided by community 
needs.  

Balance recreational access to natural areas and environmental 
concerns
People benefit from access to our natural areas and we encourage their use for 
recreation.  At the same time we need to prevent our bushland and waterways 
from being loved to death by managing the way people use them.  Living 
Spaces Goal 2 provides for a Natural Area Recreational Access Plan covering 
such things as trail networks, monitoring of impacts and educational strategies.
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Success is …

A range of open space and recreation facilities that are well 
managed, of a standard appropriate to the level of use of the 
facility, and used by a broad section of the community

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS1.1
Establish organisational priorities for the provision of assets and services through 
an Open Space and Recreation Plan which includes a hierarchy to guide provision 
of public open space and recreation facilities

Strategy LS1.2
Manage open space and recreation facilities to ensure appeal, safety and 
accessibility

Strategy LS1.3 
Encourage and support volunteers in the management of open space and 
recreation facilities by providing training and resources

Strategy LS1.4 
Continue to develop plans of management for all public open space

Strategy LS1.5
Discourage alienation of public open space

Strategy LS1.6
Provide recreational facilities to meet the changing needs of the community

This is important because …

There is a limited supply of open space and recreation facilities.  It 
makes sense to manage them to encourage many people to make 
use of them and to recognise that different types of uses and 
locations need different management approaches

We want …

To provide a diverse range of high quality open space and recreation facilities to meet the needs of the communityLiving Spaces
Goal 1

To measure this we will monitor... 

• The number of users and user groups

• Community satisfaction with the quality of open space and 
facilities provided

• The proportional increase in multi-use facilities

• The amount of open space which is available for use by the 
general community
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Success is …

Major recreation facilities and open space are planned, managed 
and maintained in accordance with regional priorities and needs

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS1.7
Adopt a regional approach to planning and managing open space and recreation 
by establishing a regional committee through SHOROC

Strategy LS1.8
Continue to participate in and consider the impacts of regional and State planning 
initiatives

Strategy LS1.9
Ensure community involvement in planning of recreation facilities

This is important because …

Some of our sportsgrounds and parks attract people from across 
the region and may need a different level of facilities, as they are 
subject to greater use.  It makes sense to look to other regional 
providers as a joint approach may prevent wasting resources 
through duplication

To measure this we will monitor... 

• The number of major recreation facilities that are implemented 
and utilised

• Community satisfaction with major recreation facilities

• The number of successful major facility grant applications

• The number of regionally funded projects

Living Spaces Goal 1
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Success is …

Managed recreational access to natural areas that allows people 
to experience the natural environment without compromising 
sustainability

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategies LS2.1

Manage bushland and waterways by a Natural Area Recreational Access Plan, 
which includes:

• Continued development of a formal trail network

• An impact monitoring system at key and representative sites to audit and 
review activities and impacts

• An Education Strategy to inform the community about impacts of 
recreation on the natural environment

• Guidelines and assessment criteria to manage recreational access of natural 
areas

This is important because …

People benefit from access to our natural areas and we encourage 
their use for recreation.  At the same time we need to prevent our 
bushland and waterways from being loved to death by managing 
the way people use them

We want …

To provide recreational access to natural areas while ensuring the sustainability of the natural environmentLiving Spaces
Goal 2

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of unauthorised trails

• Community satisfaction with recreational experiences in natural 
areas

• Impact indicators (eg. erosion and water quality)
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Defining development
Our aim:
Socially and environmentally responsible 
urban development
Warringah’s spectacular natural environment contributes to a distinctive sense 
of place and quality of life for residents and visitors. The area boasts large tracts 
of bushland, reserves and coastal foreshores, including sand dunes, lagoons and 
bluffs. It contains areas of cultural and heritage significance valuable both for 
natural and man-made features. While Warringah’s coastal environment provides 
a quality lifestyle for residents, it also contributes to rising property values and 
increased demand for development.

The way we manage our urban landscape affects social interaction within the 
community, economy and natural surroundings. If we are going to maintain 
and enhance our high-quality environment the strategies that define the way 
we plan where we live, work and play must value this environment. They must 
also address the need to achieve sustainability and affordability of housing in 
Warringah. 

Development in the housing sector is intrinsically linked to population 
growth, demographics and increasing land values. Changes in population and 
demographics at the metropolitan level are also reflected in the Warringah 
context. Population growth, an ageing population and a decline in the size of 
households are all features of current trends. Social diversity is changing and, 
as a consequence, people are seeking variety in housing types. If Sydney is to 
provide housing opportunities that meet the needs of an evolving and growing 
population and does so in an affordable manner, Warringah will need to review 
its urban policies to ensure that it is keeping pace with these trends. 

As part of metropolitan Sydney, Warringah has to accommodate additional 
housing opportunities in line with the growing population.  To do this in 
a responsible manner Council entered into an agreement with the State 
Government to provide for additional housing growth.  This agreement is known 

as the Residential Development Strategy (RDS) and it seeks to outline targets for 
new housing in terms of variety and choice and, to a lesser degree, numbers.  

The provisions of the Warringah LEP provide the ability for land to be developed 
in line with the RDS.  Additional development areas presently listed as a deferred 
matter will need to be incorporated in the future for Warringah to continue to 
meet its agreed obligations.

Currently, the State Government is developing a Metropolitan Strategy for growth 
in the Sydney region. Any new initiatives in housing policy in Warringah will 
need to consider and respond to the Metropolitan Strategy which emphasises 
development within existing areas to protect non-urban lands. Living Warringah’s 
response is an integrated approach to land use planning which considers social 
factors, demographics, employment, transport and accessibility, variety and 
affordability of housing, the effect of affordability on key workers and businesses 
and the need to provide for people at all stages of their life. 

Living Warringah recognises the central role of the community in undertaking 
planning of this nature.  All planning will be undertaken with community 
involvement in accordance with Council’s consultation policy and in the spirit of 
the strategies contained in Living Communities.  The outcomes will also be in line 
with State Government planning reforms including the LEP template.

The Residential Development Strategy will seek a balance among all these 
considerations and identify a hierarchy of housing locations and the appropriate 
mix of housing growth to meet the full range of community needs. 
 
In practice this may mean that some of the growth will take place in 
neighbourhood centres where there are already shops and services. The strategies 
recognise the benefits of development of centres to maximise the use of existing 
infrastructure and to attain a ‘richer mix’ of shops, services, housing types and 
densities, provision for local jobs and recreational needs. Within our non-urban 
lands the strategies recognise the high value that the community places on 
Warringah’s beautiful natural environment. 

The strategies ensure any decisions concerning the future of these areas are well 
informed in relation to land capability, visual impact, accessibility, infrastructure 
and environmental constraints.
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The strategies also recognise the importance of good outcomes in urban design 
and environmental sustainability. They seek development that is sensitive to place 
and responsible in terms of energy and water efficiency. They also recognise the 
characteristics that make our buildings and our local areas attractive places to live. 
They identify the conveniences that we value as residents of the community.  
Accessibility and mobility are the key components to the strategies that 
address development in the housing and employment sectors. The strategies 
recognise that by reducing our demand to travel, improving our existing 
transport infrastructure and minimising the length of our trips, we create living 
environments that are less dependent upon private motor vehicles and provide 
opportunities for increased social interaction.

Local government plays a leading role in the shaping of our built environment and 
the protection of our natural assets. Balancing the expectations of landowners, 
the development industry and the community will continue to challenge Council 
in the development of future land use planning policy in Warringah.  

To achieve our aim of socially and environmentally responsible urban development 
we have four goals:

• A range of housing for changing needs
• Sensitivity to natural and built environments
• Quality of urban design
• Creation of Living Streets

(Please note that the goals are numbered continuously throughout each chapter.  
So the four goals under this aim are numbered goals 3-6 because goals 1 and 2 
related to the previous aim)

A range of housing for changing needs
People at different stages in their lives require different types of housing.  If we 
don’t meet this need many people will be unable to find the right type of housing 
and will leave the area.  One aspect of suitability is affordability. If affordable 
housing is not available we risk the loss of key workers and disruption to families.  
As well, many businesses will be unable to find semi-skilled and lower paid 
workers.

We are seeing a decline in the number of people occupying each dwelling.  This 
means that there is already spare housing that is not being used.  Supply of a 

range of housing choices will encourage people to move from under-occupied 
houses and make better use of existing housing stock.

Living Spaces Goal 3 addresses these issues through a range of strategies at 
the planning stage, affordable housing initiatives and policies designed to recycle 
existing housing stock.

Sensitivity to natural and built environments
State Government policy requires reductions in energy and water usage in new 
housing.  Living Spaces Goal 4 addresses this as well as issues to do with 
Council’s non-urban lands and Residential Development Strategy.  It commits 
Council to consider the broader strategic direction of the State Government 
Metropolitan Strategy in its planning.

Quality of urban design
Living Spaces Goal 5 considers issues of how buildings and landscaping fit in 
their surroundings.  It commits Council to pursue good urban design through its 
planning controls and to consult with the community to establish what standards 
should be expected.

Creation of Living Streets
Living Streets are designed with the emphasis on suitability for people rather 
than vehicles.  They are safer and encourage walking, cycling, the use of public 
transport and socialising among residents.  Living Spaces Goal 6 commits 
Council to the Living Streets concept as part of our wider strategic approach to 
planning spaces better.
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Success is …

A range of housing in suitable locations that suits the varying needs of 
people in the community at each stage of their life

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS3.1
Implement the Metropolitan Strategy to:

• Identify the current and likely future demographic profile of the community 
and associated housing needs

• Explore community requirements on housing form (recognising different 
household characteristics, composition, age requirements and values) to 
ensure an appropriate range and mix

• Meet current and emerging housing needs

• Identify an appropriate balance for the location of new housing

• Identify the location and hierarchy of centres to accommodate alternate 
housing options

• Identify a range of housing forms that could be accommodated within the 
various levels of centres

• Encourage development within existing appropriately zoned areas

This is important because …

People at different stages in their lives require different types of housing.  
If we don’t meet this need many people will be unable to find the right 
type of housing and will leave the area.  This will affect families and 
businesses. The current range of housing stock already does not match 
the demographic profile of our community and the mismatch will 
increase unless a wider range of housing options is available

We want …

To provide housing that responds to the changing demographic profile of the community and reflects local needs and 
expectations 

Living Spaces
Goal 3

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Degree to which community diversity is maintained

• Diversity of housing

• Increased densities in targeted growth areas

• Availability of suitable housing for people in each demographic class
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Success is …

 Affordable housing is more widely available in Warringah

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS3.2
Develop an Affordable Housing Policy for Warringah that:

• Outlines mechanisms to increase affordable housing

• Provides guidelines for implementation

• Includes actively lobbying the State and Federal governments to provide a sound 
legislative and policy framework to support affordable housing initiatives

• Provides a mechanism to assist community understanding of the social and 
economic implications of a lack of affordable housing

Strategy LS3.3
Amend Warringah Local Environmental Plan 2000 to make provision for 
affordable housing (if required)

Strategy LS3.4 
Continue to work with the Northern Beaches Affordable Housing Steering 
Committee; Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources; 
Department of Housing; community housing providers and other bodies to 
identify new opportunities for affordable housing development in Warringah 

This is important because …

If affordable housing is not available we risk the loss of key 
workers and disruption to families.  As well, many businesses will 
be unable to find semi-skilled and lower paid workers

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Dwelling numbers available for affordable housing

• Waiting lists for public housing

• The number of lower income earners in the area

• Housing managed by community housing providers for low to 
moderate income-earners

Living Spaces Goal 3
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Success is …

We make full use of the housing we already have 

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS3.5
Investigate recycling of existing housing stock (eg. community placement schemes 
and ‘granny flats’)

Strategy LS3.6
Broaden the range of housing choice within neighbourhood centres consistent 
with the Metropolitan Strategy

This is important because …

We are seeing a decline in the number of people occupying each 
dwelling.  This means that there is already spare housing that 
is not being used.  Supply of a range of housing choices will 
encourage people to move from under-occupied houses and 
make better use of existing housing stock

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Community satisfaction with housing 

• Development applications for recycling of housing stock

Living Spaces Goal 3
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Success is …

Continuing reduction in energy and water use and waste 
produced in new and renovated buildings 

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS4.1
Support State Government policy on energy and water efficiency (eg. Building 
Sustainability Index – BASIX)

Strategy LS4.2 
Promote alternative sustainable building solutions and best practice in housing 
design by:

• Regular review of local controls to reflect current best practice

• Continued improvement of Council controls on construction industry waste
management practices

This is important because …

Most energy production produces greenhouse gases and Sydney’s 
water supply is under stress from population growth.  Reducing 
water and energy use has important environmental benefits 

As well, developments must be planned to make adequate 
provision to handle waste to allow waste minimisation and 
recycling strategies to be implemented

We want …

To ensure housing development is sensitive to the natural and built environmentsLiving Spaces
Goal 4

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Review of energy and water use in new and renovated buildings

• Water consumption

• Energy consumption
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Success is …

Minimum impact on the environment from housing development 
and growth 

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS4.3
Review and update the Non-Urban Lands Study (1998) relating to land capability, 
visual impact, infrastructure and environmental constraints

Strategy LS4.4 
Together with the Non-Urban Lands Study, review and update Council’s 
Residential Development Strategy with particular reference to the integration of 
housing, transport and social infrastructure   

Strategy LS4.5 
Consider where new housing should be located in view of the broader strategic 
policy directions in the State Government Metropolitan Strategy 

This is important because …

Development and growth pressures will continue, while 
Sydney’s population continues to expand.  Unless we manage 
growth carefully, we risk damaging our unique bush and beach 
environment

To measure this we will monitor... 

State of Environment (SOE) reporting on:

• Water quality

• Retention of high-quality bushland and threatened species

• Air quality

• Noise

• Waste

• Soils

Living Spaces Goal 4
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Success is …

Urban areas with pleasing 
buildings and landscapes that 
maintain privacy and access to 
sunlight and encourage outdoor 
activities in well designed private 
and public spaces

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS5.1
Undertake local area planning that recognises:

• Environmental capacity
• Visual quality
• Infrastructure
• Built form

Strategy LS5.2
Targeted consultation with the community to define expectations when developing local planning controls, and in 
regard to development proposals on larger sites

Strategy LS5.3
Ensure that development proposals are preceded by appropriate site analysis 

Strategy LS5.4
Promote good design outcomes through Council’s urban planning policies to ensure:

• Aesthetic quality in architecture and landscape
• Suitable outdoor living spaces, both private and communal
• Private and public spaces that relate well to each other
• Access to sunlight
• Visual and acoustic privacy in housing

Strategy LS5.5
Continued use of Independent Hearing and Assessment Panel and mediation (or like processes) in development 
assessment and regular review of these processes where necessary

Strategy LS5.6
Use Section 94 Plans to contribute to funding improvements to infrastructure in urban areas

This is important because …

It makes sense to insist that 
buildings and landscapes 
are well designed and meet 
peoples’ needs.  Good urban 
design provides an attractive 
environment for people to live 
and work and can have a positive 
effect on sense of community

We want …

To ensure that buildings and landscaping are suitable for their immediate environment and reflect community valuesLiving Spaces
Goal 5

To measure this we will 
monitor... 

• Number of Land & Environment 
Court cases and legal costs

• Use of Independent Hearing 
and Assessment Panel and 
mediation processes 
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Success is …

Living streets that are better designed for people as well as 
vehicles, with improved networks for pedestrians, cyclists and 
public transport

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS6.1
Develop a Living Streets Strategy to improve neighbourhoods and safety of travel 
by less emphasis on cars in local areas and an improved network for pedestrians, 
cyclists and public transport. The Strategy will:

• Apply to urban renewal areas and large-scale developments as well as the 
renewal of existing roads under Council’s control

• Contain a detailed implementation schedule

• Apply these principles in all of Council’s integrated transport and land use 
planning

Strategy LS6.2
Explore and develop innovative ways to change peoples’ behaviour to reduce 
reliance on cars, especially for local trips

This is important because …

Experience shows that better designed streets are safer and 
encourage residents to meet and socialise

We want …

To create Living Streets that give greater priority to neighbourhood amenity, safety and improved urban designLiving Spaces
Goal 6

To measure this we will monitor... 

• The number of pedestrian and vehicle accidents on 
neighbourhood roads

• The number of facilities to improve safety and amenity for 
walking and cycling

• Numbers of people cycling, walking and using public transport
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Easy Access
Our aim: 
Safe, convenient and accessible transport 
options
This section addresses the issues of transport and access by a variety of travel 
modes in and around Warringah. Our strategies are aimed at providing residents 
with a wider and enhanced range of safe alternative transport options, such as 
cycling, walking and public transport and, at the same time, reducing our reliance 
on private vehicles. 

Living Streets
To improve safety for users and enhance street amenity for local communities 
we need to reprioritise space within streets (apart from main arterial roads). The 
Living Streets Strategy recognises that streets in local areas are valued for more 
than just the bitumen road surface that vehicles drive on. In fact streets are 
integral neighbourhood spaces that contribute to the amenity and fabric of local 
places and may encourage a wide range of community uses. Our strategies are 
aimed at creating safer street environments for all users that encourage walking 
and cycling as incidental means of transport as well as active forms of recreation.  

The partnership between transport and land use planning
The better coordination of land use and transport in Warringah’s local places 
requires increasing access to and connectivity between the region’s transport 
network, residential communities, employment areas and local centres. The desire 
to achieve improved land use and transport integration is in recognition of the 
characteristics that make local areas attractive places to live, and the conveniences 
we value as residents of local communities. For example, convenience for some 
people means being able to walk a short distance to buy a newspaper, or bread 
or milk, or simply sit and enjoy a coffee. 

Other strategies are aimed at creating a more diverse mix of facilities, shops, 
jobs and housing within the fabric of local communities that are conveniently 
accessible to everyone regardless of age or level of mobility. With the central 
aim of encouraging more sustainable travel behaviour, transport and land use 
planning will be designed to support convenient and efficient movement for all, 
whether by foot, bicycle, public transport or car. 

Reduced commuting through local jobs
The provision of conveniently accessible facilities and local jobs with a wider range 
of transport options reduces the community’s need to travel longer distances. 
It also increases the appeal of alternative transport modes, whether it’s to go 
shopping, for recreational trips or travelling to work. Expanding the provision of 
jobs within our region has the potential to reduce demand for travelling in and 
out of the area as well as reduce traffic congestion on trunk corridors during peak 
times. We have developed strategies to address these issues.

Public Transport
Buses represent a potential means of improving people movement and travel 
times within the existing road network. Our strategies seek to achieve a safe, 
secure, comfortable and convenient public transport service and to enhance the 
appeal of public transport as the preferred travel mode. Bus priority measures 
are needed to improve the efficiency of the bus network and enhance the overall 
appeal of buses as a travel mode. A greater proportion of commuters travelling by 
bus has the potential to reduce traffic congestion by freeing up road space as well 
as reducing travel times during peak periods.

Some of the region’s localities, particularly in the hinterland areas, are in hilly 
locations. These areas are more spread out, and sometimes located a significant 
distance from local shops, conveniences and main bus corridors. Bus services to 
these isolated areas are also less frequent which means a higher proportion of 
people in these communities rely on private vehicles for most of their transport 
needs. Strategies are aimed at improving this situation by developing a public-
transport network that is more accessible to more people.

The economic reality should be recognised that the market determines the quality 
and frequency of a public transport service to an area or region. Also, public 
transport works most efficiently when the system is servicing concentrated trip 
origins and destinations. With these principles in mind, strategies are aimed at 
creating the right physical environment to encourage the growth of a better 
bus network. This means locating a mix of housing densities around centres 
and along transport routes together with conveniently co-located jobs and local 
shops.  This will result in more viable and frequent bus services being provided 
by local transport operators. By creating local places with more extensive and 
frequent bus services, well supported by safe walking networks and conveniently 
located shops and jobs we aim to reduce the reliance on private vehicles and 
improve the viability of public transport.
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Major infrastructure development
An additional crossing of Middle Harbour or some other form of major 
infrastructure is usually at the front of Warringah residents’ minds when the 
transport issue is raised in discussion. The issue presents a conundrum for the 
Northern Beaches community, as it is highly likely that any major transport 
expansion would be accompanied by the requirement of significantly higher 
housing densities and expectations of increased levels of development within the 
region. Many members of the community are concerned about this.

In any case, given the high cost of these projects and the value-for-money criteria 
that any such investment needs to satisfy, together with the State Government’s 
current strategies for the Greater Metropolitan Area the northern beaches region 
is unlikely, in the near future, to attract funding for any such investments. 

On a lesser but still significant scale, other intra-regional projects have a greater 
chance of gaining funding priority. One such project is efficiency improvements 
to Warringah Road corridors including its major intersections, such as at the 
intersection of Warringah Road/Wakehurst Parkway and Warringah Road/
Forestway.

To achieve our aim of safe, convenient and accessible transport options we have 
four goals:

• An efficient road network with less emphasis on private motor 
vehicles

• Convenient transport services and efficient movement around 
Warringah

• A more accessible public transport network
• Safer roads with less congestion and greater capacity

An efficient road network with less emphasis on private motor 
vehicles
If we want to encourage people to walk, cycle or use public transport we need 
to make sure it is convenient and they have people friendly streets to use.  Living 
Spaces Goal 7 covers the issues to be considered in preparing a Pedestrian 
Access and Mobility Plan for Warringah.  These include links to other plans such 
as the Bike Plan and Living Streets.

Convenient transport services and efficient movement around 
Warringah
Living Spaces Goal 8 covers a wide range of initiatives including better 
managed car parking, land planning to ensure people are housed close to 
employment and services and better use of our existing road networks.

A more accessible public transport network
Increased use of public transport will reduce traffic congestion, improve travel 
times and benefit the environment.  Living Spaces Goal 9 provides a number 
of approaches to developing better integrated bus services, making sure that 
services are available at the right place at the right time and paying attention to 
facilities such as bus shelters, signs and lighting which help make public transport 
comfortable and easy.

Safer roads with less congestion and greater capacity
It is of crucial importance that we find ways to reduce congestion at major 
intersections and on arterial roads.  Our strategic approach is to make the existing 
network work better now; any major expansion is seen as far in the future.  
Living Spaces Goal 10 addresses the issue of network efficiency through 
infrastructure improvements, better use of the network and an emphasis on safe 
and well-managed freight movements.   
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Success is …

People find it convenient and safe to walk, cycle or use public 
transport instead of private cars 

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS7.1
Council-wide Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan that includes

• An assessment of the accessibility of local places within the region

• Links to the Living Streets Strategy

• Reference to integrated land use planning that aligns local transport, housing, 
jobs and services

• Consistency with an updated Warringah Bike Plan

• Innovative and adaptive local transport actions such as the late-night weekend 
bus service and shuttle services to connect local areas to centres and main 
corridors

• Pedestrian and Mobility Plans in high-priority areas

• Requiring Transport Mobility and Access Plans  with development applications 
for large-scale developments

• Allowing for equipment such as scooters, rollerblades/skates, tricycles,
skateboards, and low-wattage, motor-powered personal transport where they 

   won’t conflict with motor vehicles and maintain appropriate levels of user safety

This is important because …

There are many benefits to be gained from not using private 
cars for transport.  These can include exercise, improved safety, a 
better environment and more pleasant streets

We want …

To create efficient movement networks where some streets particularly support and encourage walking, cycling 
and a greater range of community activities

Living Spaces
Goal 7

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Length of pedestrian/cycle ways

• Numbers of people cycling, walking and using public transport
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Success is …

Provide car parking that recognises the community’s need 
to access services and balances the needs of motorists, local 
businesses and the safety of other road users, without perversely 
promoting private vehicle use

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS8.1
Manage car parking to achieve the right balance between accessibility to services, 
road congestion and safety as well as the promotion of alternative forms of 
transport by:

• Using demand management principles

• Review the Council’s carparking standards to implement car parking 
requirements specific to an area’s circumstances. This will take account of issues 
such as available public transport, congestion, pedestrian safety, and potential 
alternative means of transport

• Recognising the opportunity to relax car parking requirements for small 
businesses where a desirable use may have difficulty in providing parking due to 
the location and there is alternative transport available

• Identify the role and function of transport, access and land use for each retail 
and employment centre

This is important because …

Motor vehicles are still a primary means of transport.  Despite 
the emphasis on public transport we recognise the need to 
provide for access to services using private vehicles by providing 
parking and safe, smooth traffic flows.  However, we also need 
to be careful that we do not promote private vehicle use as our 
strategic approach is to encourage other means of transport

We want …

Integrated land use and transport planning to provide convenient transport services and efficient movement 
around Warringah resulting in reduced demand for travel in private cars

Living Spaces
Goal 8

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Numbers of people cycling, walking and using public transport

• The number of pedestrian and vehicle accidents on 
neighbourhood roads

• Provision of safety and amenity facilities for walking and cycling

• Efficiency of access along main corridors

• Adequacy and safety of access by road users and pedestrians to 
local centres and services

• Parking provided to meet demand for integrated bus/car trips
(eg Park & Ride)
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Success is …

People have less need to use private cars because they live near where 
they work and shop and have access to convenient public transport

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS8.2
Implement plans and policies to reduce the need to travel both in and out of the 
region and longer trips within the region.  These will include:

• An Employment Lands Plan to facilitate the growth and expansion of jobs and 
services within the region

• A Local Business and Services Policy aimed at encouraging flexible working hours, 
working from home, local businesses and the establishment of complementary and 
compatible businesses in local residential areas

• A commitment to integrated strategic planning of the area’s transport network 
and housing, commercial and industrial land

• More places that are accessible by cycling, walking and using public transport

Strategy LS8.3
Locate housing growth in proximity to existing services, through:

• A Neighbourhood Centres Plan aimed at achieving a well-located and more diverse 
housing mix to better meet the needs of the community’s changing population 
mix.  Part of this will involve identifying a hierarchy of centres to meet community 
needs and expectations, as well as guiding resource allocations and Council’s 
Residential Development Strategy

• Expanding retail centres and considering transitional land uses such as office-top 
housing around centres

• Providing greater incentives for shop-top housing

This is important because …

Traffic congestion is a major issue for Warringah residents.  If people’s 
need to travel is reduced because services, facilities and employment 
are available closer to home, it will ease traffic problems and add to 
quality of life

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Numbers of people cycling, walking and using public transport

• Private vehicle ownership

• Land use mix and type within retail centres and the major 
   employment zones such as Brookvale, Frenchs Forest, Austlink/
   Belrose

• Number of vehicles per household

• Number of people living conveniently near a transport node

• Travel times to services/facilities

• Surveys to measure level of community satisfaction with travel

• Residential densities close to facilities and community infrastructure

• Supply of shop-top housing within retail centres

Living Spaces Goal 8
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What we will do … Continued from page 27

Strategy LS8.4
Coordinate growth in the housing sector with improved transport, by:

• Reviewing land use provisions of the Warringah Local Environmental Plan 2000 to 
   better align land use with public transport and accessibility improvements

• Co-location of appropriate land uses and housing as well as community support 
   services (medical centres, childcare centres, etc.)

• Coordinating improvements to the efficiency and safety of local transport with the 
   supply of new housing

Strategy LS8.5
Understand community needs and plan for services by undertaking surveys and 
studies 

Strategy LS8.6
Provide services in conjunction with the development of new housing through 
Section 94 Plans

Living Spaces Goal 8
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Success is …

Better and more efficient use of Warringah’s existing road 
network

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS8.7
Better managing of on-street parking to reduce the congestion on main roads by 
developing a centre’s car parking management strategy, including:

• Continuing to explore and establish Park & Ride facilities in appropriate locations 
(eg. adjacent to bus corridors and large residential catchments)

• Ensure Park & Ride facilities are considered as part of the Neighbourhood 
Centres Strategy

Strategy LS8.8 
Lobby State agencies for the implementation of bus priority measures that 
improve the efficiency and viability of the bus network, such as:

• Bus traffic signal priority

• Bus priority lanes and pull-in bays

This is important because …

If we are able to use our road networks more efficiently it will 
improve traffic flow and reduce the need for new expenditure

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of Park & Ride facilities

• Travel times during the peak periods

• Numbers of people cycling, walking and using public transport 

• Private vehicle ownership

Living Spaces Goal 8
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Success is …

An extensive, high standard public transport network that attracts 
increasing patronage as a preferred means of travel

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS9.1
Work with local public transport providers to:

• Develop a marketing strategy to encourage residents to use available bus 
services

 • Communicate with public transport users to identify where demand exists, 
monitor whether demand is being met and identify network gaps

• Facilitate network improvements and integrate with land use policy

• Investigate an expansion of the late-night weekend bus network to achieve 
better coverage of the region

• Ensure services are accessible for people with a disability

Strategy LS9.2
Lobby State agencies directly and through SHOROC to:

• Support improvements to the present restrictive operating framework of bus 
contract areas

• Develop and implement measures to raise the priority given to public transport 
movement along main arterial corridors

• Consider alternative transport options

Strategy LS9.3
Explore partnerships with other Councils (through SHOROC) and transport service 
providers 

This is important because …

Increased use of public transport will reduce traffic congestion, 
improve travel times and benefit the environment

We want …

To provide a public transport network that is more accessible to a greater number of peopleLiving Spaces
Goal 9

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Additional local public transport services provided

• Numbers of people cycling, walking and using public transport
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Success is …

Adequate facilities that encourage use of public transport

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS9.4
Ensure facilities associated with the bus network such as pedestrian paths, bus 
shelters, lighting, security, signage, bike racks, Park & Ride, timetables, network 
information etc. are adequate to encourage, promote and facilitate use of the 
network

This is important because …

People will be more likely to use public transport if it is 
comfortable and easy.  Adequate support facilities such as bus 
shelters, lighting and proper signage make public transport a 
more attractive option

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Facilities installed

• Level of maintenance of facilities

Living Spaces Goal 9
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Success is …

Reduced traffic congestion at major road intersections and on 
arterial roads

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS10.1
Lobby State agencies for funding support of infrastructure improvements at 
intersections and main roads, particularly the three entry/exit points to the region

Strategy LS10.2
While the main approach is to address traffic problems within the existing road 
network, we will continue to work through the SHOROC transport group to 
investigate the provision of an additional crossing of Middle Harbour

This is important because …

Reduced congestion will result in reduced travel times

We want …

To reduce congestion on roads, improve the capacities for road networks and improve safety of movement for 
all users

Living Spaces
Goal 10

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Infrastructure improvements made to key locations

• Traffic volumes on the region’s main arterial roads
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Success is …

Safe movement of people and freight 

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS10.3
A Local Business and Services Policy that:

• Balances the sometimes competing objectives of safety for road users and 
access for local businesses and the economy for freight transport within the 
region

• Considers the potential for freight vehicle impacts of land use decisions

• Identifies and maps existing land uses that attract freight vehicles as well as the 
existing freight corridors and routes to use as a resource for future land use
decisions

Strategy LS10.4
Continue to implement general road user safety programs in partnership with the 
Roads & Traffic Authority and Police Department

This is important because …

Traffic accidents have a major impact both on people’s health and 
finances.  While we need an efficient transport system, we must 
remember the importance of public safety

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Traffic accidents, including those that involve freight vehicles

• Freight vehicle counts within Warringah

Living Spaces Goal 10
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Sharing Assets
Our aim: 
Well-maintained public infrastructure that 
supports sustainable living
Infrastructure assets support our economic activities and create the base 
framework that allows the community to achieve and enjoy a quality of life.  It 
is a key contributor to the success of the outcomes identified in the other Living 
theme areas.

Warringah Council’s infrastructure holdings are significant, particularly road and 
drainage networks and public buildings. The importance of the development 
of a strategic asset plan to guide the management of Council assets, formalise 
ways of obtaining community input into establishing service levels for assets and 
managing the community’s expectations is recognised in the strategies. 

Other government agencies and the private sector are also major contributors 
to local infrastructure. The strategies look at ways Council can work with other 
infrastructure providers including State Government agencies, neighbouring 
Councils and the private sector to ensure that the right mix of public infrastructure 
is available to continue to support the quality of life the community requires. 

Council’s infrastructure base is ageing. The bulk of Council’s public infrastructure 
was created at the time of rapid development of new suburbs from 1950 to the 
mid-1980s. Some of these assets continue to operate even though they have 
reached or exceeded expected end of life. The cost to upgrade or replace them 
is significant, estimates for bringing public buildings, roads and the stormwater 
system to a satisfactory level is $17.5 million.  An additional $9.9 million each 
year would be required to maintain these assets at a satisfactory level in the 
future.

The identification of new funding mechanisms and investigating non-traditional 
ways of delivering infrastructure assets are key components of the strategies.  It 
also recognised that we may not be able to meet the entire infrastructure needs 
of the community and infrastructure projects will be prioritised on the benefits 
they deliver to the community. 

To achieve our aim of well-maintained public infrastructure that supports 
sustainable living we have one goal:

• Strategically managed infrastructure that serves community needs

Strategically managed infrastructure that serves community needs
It is important that where investment decisions are made they deliver maximum 
benefit to the community.  Living Spaces Goal 11 commits us to a framework 
that balances current and future needs of the community and coordinates 
provision and maintenance of assets with other providers at a local and 
regional level to better direct investment.  One of the key challenges in relation 
to infrastructure is that our assets are ageing and available funding sources 
are limited.  The cost to upgrade or replace them is significant and new and 
innovative ways of creating or funding assets need to be secured. 
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Success is …

Assets are managed strategically, decisions reflect community 
aspirations, are suitable and adopt a regional and integrated view

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS11.1
Manage Council’s assets under an integrated Strategic Asset Plan that:

• Develops a transparent and rigorous process to select infrastructure projects 
   that deliver the maximum benefit to the community

• Establishes current and future service levels and needs, and manages 
   community expectations through regular community consultation

• Develops service levels to meet residential and business priorities

• Includes active regional planning for infrastructure across the northern beaches 
   peninsula

• Aims to supply infrastructure in innovative ways to minimise environmental 
   impact

• Makes provision for the management of parks and recreational facilities

Strategy LS11.2
Lobby State Government to seek a commitment to co-location of services, 
especially in greenfield sites

Strategy LS11.3
Establish good communication links with external asset providers and legislators 
to identify and influence changes that impact on asset management

Strategy LS11.4
Investigate and implement controls and incentives to ensure coordinated provision 
of infrastructure by other service providers

This is important because …

Assets are expensive to construct and maintain.  We need to 
ensure that decisions to invest in new assets are based on careful 
analysis of community needs

We want …

To provide infrastructure that serves current and future community needs, shares the benefits and costs 
equitably and supports a healthy and sustainable environment

Living Spaces
Goal 11

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Whether Council has a Strategic Asset Plan

• Community satisfaction with infrastructure over time

• Coordinated service provision

• Co-location of infrastructure
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Success is …

Council manages its assets to meet the changing 
service requirements of people and businesses

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LS11.5
A Strategic Asset Plan that selects infrastructure projects to deliver the maximum benefit to the 
community

Strategy LS11.6
Identify and implement better asset management systems that:

• Provide reliable, timely and relevant data to assist informed asset management decisions that are 
consistent with the Strategic Asset Plan

• Ensure that all asset groups are maintained to a safe and satisfactory condition or better

Strategy LS11.7
Effectively manage existing funding for asset management including:

• Creating new assets only when additional maintenance resources are identified or supplied

• Coordinating Section 94 Plans with the Strategic Asset Plan

• Reviewing Council’s fees and charges for assets to identify additional revenue opportunities

• Reviewing the use of loan borrowings to fund the replacement and/or upgrading of infrastructure

Strategy LS11.8
Identify new funding sources to maintain Council’s existing asset base, including:

• Opportunities for rate variations to fund asset maintenance and renewal

• The feasibility of allocating a fixed percentage of rate income from new rateable properties to asset 
management

• Further opportunities for funding grants

• Alternatives to asset ownership in the provision of new assets

This is important because …

Council supplies much of the infrastructure that 
the community depends on for its day-to-day 
activities.  It is important that decisions on what 
to build and how to maintain and manage 
infrastructure reflect the community’s needs, 
otherwise resources are wasted

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Community satisfaction with the supply of 
assets

• Community satisfaction with the condition of 
assets

• Number of projects implemented that have 
been identified in Council’s strategic documents

• Local Government Financial Health Check for 
managing condition of assets (asset renewal, 
asset maintenance and life of assets)

Living Spaces Goal 11
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Our aims for Living Environment are:

Protecting nature: Maintaining the health and diversity of the natural environment

Your backyard (at home and at work): Living in harmony with the environment

Living Environment
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Protecting Nature
Our aim:
Maintaining the health and diversity of the 
natural environment
This section addresses Warringah’s unique bush and beach environments. Our 
natural areas, both bushland and aquatic, have been shaped by millions of years 
of geological and climatic events and thousand of years of Aboriginal occupation.  
Bushland and aquatic systems are complex groupings of plants and animal 
species interacting with each other and their environment to continue their life 
cycles without human interference. Just over 200 years of European occupation in 
Warringah has vastly altered most of our natural ecosystems.

We have developed strategies to broadly address issues that relate to managing 
biodiversity – that is, managing the variety and number of living things in our 
environment.

Although the benefits of having an abundance of different species in 
our environment are obvious, the greatest effect on our environment is 
subtler.  Maintaining biodiversity is essential for the survival of those natural 
interrelationships. We can’t rely on having a Jurassic Park to revive extinct species, 
so it seems only sensible to take a precautionary approach in dealing with 
biodiversity issues. 

To achieve our aim of maintaining the health and diversity of the natural 
environment we have three goals:

• Maintaining the diversity of natural environments at their current levels or better
• Managing Warringah’s catchments, waterways and marine environments in a 

sustainable way
• Council being seen as a recognised leader in corporate sustainability

Maintaining the diversity of natural environments at their current 
levels or better
Our natural areas, both bushland and aquatic areas, have been shaped by millions 
of years of geological and climate events and thousand of years of Aboriginal 

occupation.  Unlike a garden, bushland is a complex groupings of plants and 
animal species interacting with each other and their environment to continue 
their life cycles without human interference.  Just over 200 years of European 
occupation in Warringah have vastly altered most of our natural ecosystems.

These important issues are captured in Living Environment Goal 1 and relate 
to: 
 

Reserves: Council intends to ensure that a representative sample of the 
variety and number of land and water-based plants and animals in Warringah 
is contained within reserves

Management of urban growth and other land use:  Urban growth and 
changes in land use can lead to habitat loss and damage to waterways, which 
has a major impact on the natural environment, and the ways we enjoy it.  It is 
essential that all Council’s land use decisions consider environmental issues

Conservation of bushland: Local native tree and shrub species in urban 
areas add significantly to local biodiversity.  Council has developed strategies to 
preserve bushland on publicly owned land and to encourage its preservation 
on privately owned land

Managing Warringah’s catchments, waterways and marine 
environments in a sustainable way
We have also developed strategies to broadly address issues that relate to 
managing Warringah’s waterways and aquatic resources in response to Living 
Environment Goal 2. Water is our most precious resource and life depends 
on water in one way or another. Given Australia’s low and extremely variable 
rainfall, the management of our water resources is an immensely important 
task.

Waterways have a fundamental role in the natural environment: Creeks and 
estuaries support a variety of aquatic life and provide habitat and breeding 
grounds for many aquatic plants and animals, and are an essential part of 
larger ecosystems. Waterways and their management are equally important in 
Warringah’s natural and social environments. Our beaches, estuaries and creeks 
provide a social focus around which much of the northern beaches culture is 
established. The waterways are pivotal to the recreational, social and economic 
amenity of the Warringah area as well as providing an aesthetic focus for 
residents and visitors. 
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Important issues addressed in this section relate to:

Household and business water use: To promote environmentally friendly 
household and business water use and disposal.

Our creeks: To ensure the important role our creeks play in maintaining the 
health of Warringah’s catchments is maintained.

Our floodplains: Our floodplains have been significantly altered by 
development. We aim to effectively manage their remaining natural values 
for present and future use. 

Our estuaries: Warringah’s lagoons are in a varied state of health - some 
poor, some relatively healthy. All play an important role in the lifestyle that 
helps define living in Warringah. We will continue to effectively maintain and 
enhance the condition of our estuaries as an ongoing priority.

Our coastline: Water pollution, collection of invertebrates on protected 
rocky foreshores and ongoing implications from past poor development 
choices threaten Warringah’s beaches. Council will continue to work with 
the community to enhance and protect our beaches and foreshores for 
future generations.

Natural hazards: Living so close to nature we get to see its destructive 
forces - bushfires, flooding and the power of the ocean.  We need to learn to 
live with these hazards, appreciate the role they play in the ecological process 
and balance this with the need to protect life and property.  The first step is 
to understand the importance of these events in regenerating new life, for 
instance most vegetation life in south-eastern Australia require periodic fires 
to stimulate the germination of seeds and the continuation of other 
ecological processes.  

Council being seen as a recognised leader in corporate 
sustainability
Council’s own commitment to take the lead in environmental sustainability is 
established in Living Environment Goal 3.  This deals with the corporate 
activities of Council and makes a number of demands to increase the 
transparency and accountability of Council’s environmental commitment.  Issues 
covered are:

Council working in an environmentally sustainable way
This commits Council to implementing Environmental Management Systems 
to control and monitor key activities that can impact on the environment.  
They will assist Council to demonstrate its environmental credentials.

Triple Bottom Line framework
Triple bottom line (TBL) reporting is a way of measuring performance of 
the organisation that goes beyond purely financial measures to measures that 
incorporate the social and environmental effects on their society.  The notion 
of reporting against these three components, or bottom lines, is directly tied 
to the concept of sustainable living.  

Water use and greenhouse gases
This identifies targets and strategies for Council to reduce its water use and 
greenhouse gas generation to levels substantially less than those of a decade 
ago.
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Success is …

A reserve system that contains a representative sample of the 
variety and number of land-and water-based plants and animals 
in Warringah

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE1.1
Continue to assess biodiversity in Warringah, including:

• Developing a greater understanding of the distribution and abundance of land 
and water ecosystems

• The completion of an inventory of the extent and quality of water-based 
vegetation (including seagrasses, mangroves and salt marsh communities) and 
habitat types through mapping and monitoring

Strategy LE1.2
Progressively acquire, or encourage other land management agencies to acquire:

• Representative ecosystems not currently protected

• Poorly protected ecosystems especially wetlands, aquatic systems and key 
   habitat areas 

This is important because …

Maintaining biodiversity is essential for the survival of the natural 
relationships that provide us with essentials of life such as clean 
air and water

We want …

To maintain the diversity of natural environments at their current levels or betterLiving Environment 
Goal 1

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Whether there are representative plant and animal populations 
within the reserve network

• The viability of the plant and animal populations within the 
reserve network 
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Success is …

Urban growth and other land uses are managed to avoid the loss 
of biodiversity 

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE1.3
Review land use decision-making processes to ensure that all natural resource 
values (eg. biodiversity and catchment) are considered

Strategy LE1.4
Enforce environmental protection measures contained in development consent 
conditions

Strategy LE1.5
Promote awareness and understanding of land and water habitat types and their 
associated plants and animals

This is important because …

Urban growth and changes in land use can lead to habitat loss 
and damage to waterways which can have a major impact on the 
natural environment and the ways we enjoy it

To measure this we will monitor... 

Area and type of vegetation removed for urban growth and other 
uses 

Living Environment Goal 1
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Success is …

Conservation of remaining bushland and planting of local species 
on private and public land

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE1.6 
A Local Habitat Plan that:

• Requires street tree planting to use indigenous/endemic species

• Ensures Council plantings in open spaces create a diversity of habitats for local 
species (not just tree plantings)

• Identifies habitat corridors

• Provides incentives for private landowners to conserve habitat, with particular 
emphasis on habitat corridors

• Encourages people to plant appropriate native species, with particular emphasis 
on habitat corridors

Strategy LE1.7
Review and develop planning controls to support the Local Habitat Plan

This is important because …

It preserves our remaining bushland and helps undo damage 
done in the past

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Area of remaining bushland on private land

• Habitat areas established in open space

Living Environment Goal 1
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Success is …

We use our freshwater resources sustainably

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE2.1
Maintain minimum flows to maintain environmental ecosystem processes by:

• Determining appropriate local baseline environmental flows for catchments, 
their aquifers and ecosystems

• Evaluating risks to local freshwater resources (eg. extraction volumes and 
groundwater pollution)

• Implementing best-practice risk management

• Liaising with State Government to ensure sustainable use of resources at a local 
catchment level

• Promoting behaviours that conserve local freshwater

This is important because …

Water-based plants and animals depend on the availability of 
flows of clean water to survive

We want …

To manage Warringah’s catchments, waterways and marine environments in a sustainable wayLiving Environment 
Goal 2

To measure this we will monitor... 

The health of our waterways through Warringah’s waterways 
monitoring program 
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Success is …

A community that conserves water from the metropolitan catchment

What we will do …

Strategies LE2.2
Prepare and implement water conservation strategies in line with State agency 
directives, including:

• Education activities to support initiatives undertaken by other agencies, such as 
Sydney Water

• Support the use of rainwater tanks

This is important because …

Sydney has a limited water supply and a growing population

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Water consumption per person

Living Environment Goal 2
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Success is …

Reduced pollution of Warringah’s creeks, lagoons and waterways 

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE2.3
Minimise impacts on water quality of pollution from diffuse sources by: 

• Identifying and reducing the risks to local waterways from diffuse pollution

• Continuing to implement a program of strategic and innovative construction 
and maintenance of water quality control devices on public lands

• Reviewing and developing planning controls that apply Council’s water-sensitive 
Urban Design Policy to reduce the severity of the peak pulse of runoff

• Reviewing Council’s stormwater quantity control policies (ie. onsite detention) 
to reduce the severity of the peak pulse of runoff

• Continuing to develop a comprehensive waterways monitoring program in line 
with best-practice guides that include biological, physical and chemical 
measures

• Continuing to educate residents and businesses on best-practice water quality 
management 

Strategy LE2.4
Minimise the impacts on water quality of pollution from point sources by:

• Lobbying and liaising with Sydney Water to improve the integrity of the local 
sewer system

• Encouraging the community to report pollution incidents

• Continuing to educate the community on the risks, impacts and consequences 
of illegal discharges into the water system

This is important because …

Polluted water reduces our enjoyment of waterways and is 
harmful to plants and animals 

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Volume of gross pollutants trapped over time

• Long-term improvement in the water quality of lagoons and 
beaches

• Biodiversity of water-based plants and animals

• Number of non-natural fish kills

• Indicators of pollution from sewage (eg. E. coli)

• Times when beaches and rock pools are closed because of 
health risks

Living Environment Goal 2
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Success is …

Protect and restore ecological processes in Warringah’s:

• Creeks

• Lagoons and estuaries

• Coastal waters and foreshores

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE2.5
Best-practice risk management of Warringah’s creeks, including:

• Creek protection, restoration, rehabilitation or remediation of creek habitats and processes

• Continuing to develop a full understanding of creek conditions and associated risks

• Reduction in man-made barriers to the free movement of organisms in catchments (this 
includes weirs, dams and piping sections of creeks)

• Promoting awareness and understanding of the threats facing Warringah’s creeks

Strategy LE2.6
Pursue best-practice risk management by implementing Estuary/Floodplain Management Plans, 
including:

• Continuing to develop a full understanding of estuarine conditions and associated risks

• Considering estuary and catchment processes together to ensure that upstream activities do 
not impact on the lagoons

• Promoting awareness and understanding of the threats facing Warringah’s lagoons and 
estuaries

Strategy LE2.7
Implement best-practice risk management through Coastal Plans of Management, including:

• Developing a full understanding of coastal ecosystems conditions and associated risks

• Promoting awareness and understanding of the threats facing Warringah’s coastal waters, 
foreshores and marine plants and animals

Strategy LE2.8 
Assist the NSW Department of Primary Industries (Fisheries) in effective and coordinated 
management of Warringah’s protected marine areas

This is important because …

A healthy environment depends on a web of interactions 
among its plants and animals.  We have affected these 
ecological processes in our waterways and need to undo 
existing damage and prevent further damage 

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Occurrence of migratory aquatic species throughout 
waterways

• The ecological condition of Warringah’s creeks

• The ecological condition of Warringah’s estuaries

• The ecological condition of Warringah’s coastal waters 
and foreshores

Living Environment Goal 2
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Success is …

Council understands and takes action to minimise the impact of 
natural hazards facing Warringah’s waterways and adjacent lands

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE2.9
Continue to develop a comprehensive understanding of natural hazards affecting 
Warringah’s waterways, including:

• Acid-sulphate soils

• Flooding

• Fire

• Coastal inundation

• Geological instability

Strategy LE2.10
Ensure best-practice risk management practices are maintained with regard to 
land use planning controls and natural hazards planning

Strategy LE2.11
Continue to educate the community on being prepared for natural hazards 

This is important because …

It is important to recognise and manage natural hazards to 
our waterways that can affect people, property and the natural 
environment

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Financial cost of natural hazards

• Loss of life or serious injury due to natural hazards

Living Environment Goal 2
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Success is …

Council works in an environmentally sustainable way 

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE3.1
Council’s Environmental Management System (EMS) is accredited with the 
International Standards Organisation 14000 or equivalent.  This will require that we:

• Communicate benefits of accreditation to the community

• Adopt and gain corporate commitment to a Council environmental policy 

• Develop and implement a program for achieving accreditation

• Build EMS outcomes into Council business planning and reporting cycles

• Apply EMS to design and procurement of Council goods and services

• Require all tenderers for projects over $150,000 to have an EMS

This is important because …

Council has a responsibility to take a lead in ensuring that its own 
day-to-day activities don’t harm the environment

We want …

Council to be seen as a recognised leader in corporate sustainabilityLiving Environment 
Goal 3

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of Council business units achieving EMS accreditation 
over time

• Results of Triple Bottom Line reporting

Success is …

Council plans and reports using a Triple Bottom Line framework

This is important because …

This provides a method for economic, social and environmental 
reporting by organisations to ensure the community is fully 
informed of Council’s performance

To measure this we will monitor... 

Whether environmental, social and economic considerations are 
explicitly considered in Council decision-making

What we will do …

Strategy LE3.2
Council adopts a Triple Bottom Line planning and reporting framework
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Success is …

Council manages its water use and greenhouse gas generation to 
reduce the organisation’s environmental impact

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE3.3
Implement Warringah’s Sustainable Energy & Local Greenhouse Strategy to 
reduce Council’s corporate greenhouse gas emissions by 20% on 1995 levels by 
2010

Strategy LE3.4
Develop a Water Conservation Strategy based on the Metropolitan Water Plan to 
reduce Council water consumption by 30% based on 1993/94 levels by 2010/11

This is important because …

Greenhouse gas emission and water consumption are major ways 
in which Council impacts on the environment

To measure this we will monitor... 

• An interim greenhouse gas audit in 2007

• Report on goal in 2010

• Water consumption per annum

Living Environment Goal 3
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Illegal dumping and littering
Littering and dumping impacts on the visual beauty of the area and is harmful 
to the environment.  Litter is easily windblown or transported by the 
stormwater system into our bushland and waterways.  Dumping of unwanted 
household items is a major problem around unit development while non urban 
areas are exposed to the dumping of commercial/building waste to avoid 
disposal costs.  

Hazardous chemicals
Hazardous chemicals include liquids (petroleum products, domestic/household 
chemicals etc.) and solids (asbestos, lead etc.). Incorrect storage, use or disposal 
of hazardous chemicals can impact on our health and the environment.  The 
effects of unwanted release of chemicals into the environment include 
heightened nutrient levels in the soil (weed infestation) and water (algal 
blooms) and a build-up of chemicals in the soils.

Management of contaminated land
Management of contaminated lands is becoming increasingly important 
as non-urban lands and industrial sites are redeveloped as residential lands.  
Contaminants persist in the soil for many years, they do not break down and 
become harmless, and can spread through the soil, surface and groundwater. 
We must prevent any new contamination and act to reduce the risk from areas 
that are already contaminated.

Air quality
Poor air quality can be harmful due to high concentration of the pollutants.  
Even where substances are not physically harmful, the presence of an 
unpleasant odour can be uncomfortable and diminish people’s quality of life.  

Noise
Noise pollution can have major impacts on peoples’ health and enjoyment 
of life.  The State Government has produced guidelines on dealing with noise 
pollution and Council will adopt the recommended approach and continue to 
educate the community on the effect of noise and how it may be managed.

Animal ownership
Domestic pets that are not responsibly cared for can become a problem for 
neighbours, the community, other companion animals and native wildlife.  
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Your backyard (at home 
and at work)
Our aim: 
Living in harmony with the environment
How we live with our environment is a measure of the respect we have for our 
natural heritage and community. The actions and decisions made in our day-to-
day lives contribute to the health and wellbeing of the world outside our doors.

There is a need for community education to promote the importance of 
environmental issues such as waste disposal, recycling, energy use, air and noise 
pollution and threats to native animals and plants. Individual responsibility is 
an important step towards our community becoming a recognised leader in 
sustainable living.

On a wider scale, all decision-making should be based on the principles of 
environmentally sustainable development (ESD). Having adopted ESD principles, 
the Council needs to ensure that environmental protection is a priority.

To achieve our aim of living in harmony with the environment we have one goal:

• Warringah’s community becoming a recognised leader in sustainable living 
practices

Many of our day-to-day activities can have a profound effect on the environment, 
particularly when they are multiplied by the effect of a large population.  
Important issues covered in Living Environment Goal 4 are: 

Waste to landfill/ Business produce less waste
Available landfill space to dispose of waste in Warringah and across the broader 
Sydney region is rapidly depleting.  At the same time the amount of waste we 
produce individually is increasing.  As a community and individually we need 
to preserve existing landfill space through avoiding the generation of waste and 
increasing recycling.



Domestic pets  have contributed to a significant decline in the native animal 
population through hunting and destruction of the native habitat.  

Community – sustainable environmental practices
Living sustainably will require many of us to change habits and patterns 
of behaviour.  If the community understands why this is needed and has an 
opportunity to participate they are more likely to modify their behaviour.

Ecological footprint
The ecological footprint is a tool for measuring and reporting on ecological 
performance. It tracks how much individuals consume and compares this 
amount to the resources nature can provide, based on the amount of land and
water area a population occupies to produce all the resources it consumes and 
to absorb its waste.  This is primarily an educational tool to demonstrate to the 
community how environmentally sustainable are our current practices.
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Success is …

A decreasing ecological footprint per head of population

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategies LE4.1

• Undertake an initial estimation of Warringah’s ecological footprint and use as a 
benchmark for further measurement of progress

• Instil the concept of sustainability in all planning initiatives, such as social, 
housing and transport

• Educate the community and promote new ideas regarding sustainable living

• Lobby State and Federal governments to develop sustainable population policies

This is important because …

This provides a powerful tool in communicating the important 
concepts of sustainability

We want …

To ensure Warringah’s community becomes a recognised leader in sustainable living practicesLiving Environment 
Goal 4

To measure this we will monitor... 

Size of Warringah’s ecological footprint per person

Success is …

Less waste to landfill per person

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE4.2
Continue to record the types and volumes of waste generated in Warringah as a 
means of identifying future strategic goals in waste reduction

Strategy LE4.3
Review and, if necessary, modify Warringah’s Waste Strategy (2000) to ensure 
it reflects current best-practice waste management and is in line with the NSW 
Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Strategy

Strategy LE4.4
Continue to educate the community to practise the principles of ‘avoid, reduce, 
reuse and recycle’ as a means of reducing waste and increasing recycling

This is important because …

Disposing of waste to landfill is not a sustainable practice

To measure this we will monitor... 

• The volume of landfill per capita measured at regular intervals 
(using 2004 levels as the base)

• Recycling per capita measured at regular intervals
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Success is …

Warringah businesses produce less waste 

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE4.5
Increase opportunities for businesses to reduce waste and recycle

Strategy LE4.6 
Ensure waste minimisation plans are part of the development application processThis is important because …

As with domestic waste, landfill disposal is not sustainable

To measure this we will monitor... 

Volume of commercial waste to landfill

Living Environment Goal 4

Success is …

Less illegal dumping and littering

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE4.7
Record and investigate illegal dumping incidents and publish results

Strategy LE4.8
Continue to develop litter education programs and enforcement activities This is important because …

Illegal dumping and littering are unsightly and harmful to the 
environment

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Volume per year of illegal dumping

• Volume of litter collected by the Public Cleansing Program

• Sample trend of litter collected in water quality devices
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Success is …

Hazardous chemicals are used and disposed of properly 

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE4.9
Encourage and promote the use of natural 
alternatives (such as natural paints, cleaning 
and garden products) to hazardous chemicals 

Strategy LE4.10
Promote opportunities for the correct and 
convenient disposal of chemicals

This is important because …

Hazardous chemicals that are spilled or used wrongly can poison people and land and water-based plants and 
animals and may have long-term effects on the environment

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of reports of illegal dumping of chemicals

• Volume of material collected on chemical collection days

Living Environment Goal 4

Success is …

No new activities will generate contaminated land and existing contaminated land is identified and remediated 

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE4.11
Enforce land use and development controls 

Strategy LE4.12
Continue to educate businesses on their 
responsibilities for sound environmental 
management

Strategy LE4.13
Ensure development consents provide for 
audits and appropriate remediation

This is important because …

Contaminated land is a health risk to the community and the environment.  As a matter of sensible precaution 
we must prevent any new contamination and act to reduce the risk from areas that are already contaminated

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of sites with contaminated land

• Incidence of public and ecological health impacts arising from contaminated land.
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Success is …

Improved air quality in Warringah

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE4.14
Promote reduced use of private motor vehicles eg. public transport, bicycles and 
walking

Strategy LE4.15
Ensure open burning (such as bushfire hazard reduction) is undertaken in suitable 
conditions and within agreed parameters as defined by the Department of 
Environment and Conservation and the Rural Fire Service

Strategy LE4.16
Plan, site and design residential and industrial development to minimise poor 
ambient air quality 

Strategy LE4.17
Educate the community about how to reduce home-generated air pollution (eg. 
from wood fires) and business-generated air pollution

Strategy LE4.18
Enforce air quality regulations with regard to particulate matter

This is important because …

Air quality affects everybody.  Poor air quality can adversely affect 
people’s health and enjoyment of life

To measure this we will monitor... 

Whether Warringah’s air quality is within the NSW Government’s 
guidelines for ambient air quality in the Sydney region as outlined 
in the Air Quality Management Plan, Action for Air

Living Environment Goal 4
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Success is …

People’s quality of life is not reduced by noise 

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE4.19
Adopt the approach recommended in the State Government publication Noise Guide for 
Local Government to:

• Assess land use planning and development assessment to consider noise 
impacts throughout the planning process

• Ensure Council’s noise management procedures are consistent with the guidelines

Strategy LE4.20
Continue to educate the community:

• About animal noise as part of the Companion Animals Program

• To achieve broad awareness of noise pollution regulations

This is important because …

Noise can be a particular problem in urban areas and excessive 
noise diminishes peoples’ quality of life

To measure this we will monitor... 

Number of noise complaints

Living Environment Goal 4

What we will do …

Strategy LE4.21
A Local Animal Management Plan that includes:

• Educating the community about potential adverse impacts of pet ownership

• Providing enough places for domestic animals to exercise such as horse trails 
and dog exercise areas

• Developing a horse management plan in conjunction with the Department of
Environment and Conservation, National Parks and Wildlife Service and 
Pittwater Council 

Strategy LE4.22 
Lobby the State Government to have the Companion Animals Act 1998 (NSW) amended 
to include the same provisions for cats as for dogs (that is, they should be confined at 
night) 

Success is …

Responsible animal ownership without negative impact on native 
plants and animals, the environment and neighbourhoods 

An environmental outcome

This is important because …

Proper control and management of pets prevents them from 
preying on native birds and animals and polluting the waterways

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of complaints about dogs

• Number of reported incidents of domestic animals killing or 
injuring native wildlife
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Success is …

Warringah’s community understands, supports and participates in 
sustainable environmental practices 

An environmental outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LE4.23
Continue Council’s environmental education activities, including:

• Identifying the most effective and efficient communication tools to deliver 
behavioural change

• Determining gaps in environmental behaviours and knowledge with a 
perception survey

• Determining key messages for education campaigns and providing ongoing 
educational activities

This is important because …

Living sustainably will require many of us to change habits and 
patterns of behaviour.  If the community understands why this is 
needed and has an opportunity to participate they are more likely 
to support and make the necessary changes

To measure this we will monitor... 

Community attitudes by survey 

Living Environment Goal 4
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Our aims for Living Communities are:

A place for all: Promoting a supportive, caring community

A Council for the people: An open and trusting relationship between Council and the 
community

Living Communities
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A place for all
Our aim: 
Promoting a supportive, caring community 
The social changes that began in Australia in the latter part of the 20th century 
are becoming increasingly evident today. The human face of our communities is 
very different to that of a generation ago. One of the most obvious changes is in 
the population’s demographic make-up. 

Warringah and the northern beaches reflect the ageing trend of the Australian 
population and are also experiencing a declining youth population, due in part to 
high housing costs forcing young people out of the area. A larger proportion of 
older people in the community means services need to adapt to changing needs, 
and governments at all levels need to take this into account when planning 
community programs. 

Employment trends are also changing. More people are working in small and 
home-based businesses and Warringah has a high proportion of households 
where both parents work. This challenges government to develop flexible, 
affordable services to care for children and for ageing parents.

Responding to changing demographic needs increases demands on Council’s 
resource base. Council therefore needs to have a clear rationale about what 
services it provides and what role these services play in meeting the needs of a 
changing community. 

To know how it should deal with these challenges it is important that Council 
works with and listens to its community. If there are clear lines of communication 
Council can tailor its priorities to reflect community needs and wants and fulfil its 
social responsibilities. 

Council also needs to be active in analysing social, economic, environmental and 
cultural changes and interpreting these in relation to its statutory roles. 
To achieve our aim of promoting a supportive and caring community we have 
seven goals:

• Establish community partnerships
• Build an informed and empowered community
• Draw on the diversity, skills and expertise of residents
• Community spaces that reflect our identity
• An active community
• A healthy community
• A vibrant and culturally rich community

Establish Community Partnerships
Council recognises the fundamental importance of undertaking long-term 
planning in partnership with the community to identify what key services and 
programs are needed.  Living Communities Goal 1 addresses the idea of 
partnerships, both to improve Council’s planning and to strengthen Council’s and 
the community’s position when seeking funding for new and improved services.

Build an informed and empowered community
If the community is involved in decision-making then social structures, services 
and facilities are more likely to match their needs, which will in turn encourage 
increased participation.  Living Communities Goal 2 relates to Council’s formal 
consultation policies and ways that Council can resource the community to take a 
more active role in organising and lobbying for its needs.

Draw on the diversity, skills and expertise of residents
Living Communities Goal 3 recognises the enormous pool of talent and 
skill that resides in our community and develops a number of suggestions for 
encouraging and making better use of volunteers.

Community spaces that reflect our identity
Living Communities Goal 4 reflects the importance of well-designed public 
spaces where people can meet in a safe and relaxed atmosphere.  It covers both 
designing for community identity and community safety aspects.  Welcoming 
public spaces encourage people in the community to mix and socialise more.

An active community
Living Communities Goal 5 supports the role of open space and its recreational 
use in community health.  It provides for support for recreational and sporting 
groups, together with improved marketing of the benefits of and opportunities 
for recreation.
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A healthy community
Living Communities Goal 6 recognises the important role that Council plays in 
ensuring public health.  It provides for a continuing program of inspections and 
education as well as cooperation with State and Federal health initiatives.

A vibrant and culturally rich community
Living Communities Goal 7 reflects the importance of culture and heritage, 
both Indigenous and non-Indigenous, to Warringah.  It is aimed at ensuring we 
preserve and protect, as well as celebrate those cultures.  It supports cultural 
activities that acknowledge our diversity and strengthen community ties and 
understanding by exposing people to new cultural experiences.
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Success is …

Long-term plans for the provision of key community services and programs by Council

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC1.1
Identify and develop service strategies as part of 
a continuing review of Council services.  Initially:

• Develop strategies for child-care service and 
Council’s community centres

• Develop a new Warringah Social Plan

This is important because …

Preparing long-term plans makes Council and the community think about where resources should go and 
provides a better process to involve the community in decisions

We want …

To build a community that works in partnership with government, community based and private organisations 
to achieve real and lasting improvements

Living Communities
Goal 1

To measure this we will monitor... 

Whether plans and service strategies provide clear priorities that meet community needs

Success is …

Council and the community establish partnerships to seek funding for new and improved services

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC1.2
Work with the community to:

• Develop partnerships criteria

• Identify issues where we can use this 
approach and a program of action

• Develop and implement new and innovative 
plans to obtain funding and advocate on the 
community’s behalf

• Report to the community on the success of 
this approach

This is important because …

It will ensure better identification of community needs and there is a greater chance of successfully gaining 
funding if there is demonstrated community support

To measure this we will monitor... 

Number of successful funding applications and advocacy approaches
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Success is …

People can influence the type of community we make through 
a range of opportunities to be involved in and contribute to 
decisions about social structures, services and facilities

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC2.1
Review and use the Community Consultation Matrix (2000) to produce guidelines 
for consultation to:

• Ensure opportunities for participation that reflect the principles of access and 
equity

• Create formal opportunities for different groups of people to influence the 
provision of structures, services and facilities

• Reach organised and informal users of Council services and facilities

• Provide for both formal and informal consultation

• Ensure people who may be affected are identified and consulted with

Strategy LC2.2
Council actively supports community development by showing the community 
how to be more effective in lobbying and how to resource itself

Strategy LC2.3
Review the role, contribution and representation of Council/community 
committees

This is important because …

If the community is involved in decision making then social 
structures, services and facilities are more likely to match their 
needs, which will in turn encourage increased participation

We want …

To build an informed and empowered community that has the opportunity to influence the provision of social 
structures, services and facilities

Living Communities
Goal 2

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Percentage increase in the proportion of people who take part 
in ‘Community Enabling’ activities

• Percentage increase in the proportion of people influencing the 
provision of structures and services

• Community satisfaction with consultation

• Community satisfaction with the decisions made in relation to 
services and facilities

• Level of community representation on Council/community 
committees
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Success is …

Making better use of the skills and abilities of people in the 
community to improve and support community services, 
programs and activities

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC3.1
Continue support for and further develop a Volunteer Program to:

• Research, identify and develop incentives to overcome key barriers to 
participation

• Promote the benefits of involvement in community activities in partnership with 
community organisations

• Identify and promote pathways for skill development in voluntary community 
activities

• Fund the development of a local volunteer service to coordinate, train and 
develop local volunteer programs

• Recognise the contribution of groups and individuals

Strategy LC3.2
Lobby State Government for insurance protection of volunteers

This is important because …

It supplements Council resources with the skills and abilities of 
community members, which builds community fellowship and 
allows more to be achieved than Council could on its own

We want …

To build a resourceful community that draws on the diversity, skills and expertise of its residentsLiving Communities
Goal 3

To measure this we will monitor... 

Proportion of the population:

• offering their skills and expertise to existing services, programs 
and activities

• involved in initiating new services, programs and activities
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Success is …

Public spaces that reflect Warringah’s identity and encourage 
people to meet and interact 

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC4.1
Improve the provision of public space in Warringah to:

• Make public spaces more welcoming to encourage people to use them and 
meet and socialise with others

• Encourage and support community initiatives for public space improvement 
projects, eg. community gardens 

Strategy LC4.2
Develop a public space accessibility plan (to complement better pedestrian/cycle 
access in transport plans)

Strategy LC4.3
Investigate opportunities to expand arts and cultural activities as part of a review 
of community centres and other community facilities

This is important because …

Communities work best when there is a balance of public and 
private activities – unless public life is encouraged people can 
become socially isolated

We want …

To build a community that shows pride in its sense of identity and where people are comfortable meeting and 
interacting in public spaces 

Living Communities
Goal 4

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Use of public space

• Percentage increase in community perception of feeling 
connected in public spaces

• Percentage increase in community involvement in enhancing 
public spaces

• Accessibility of public spaces

• Number of new arts and cultural programs established 
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Success is …

People feel safe and are safe in public spaces

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC4.4
In cooperation with State authorities:

• Identify key areas of community concern in regard to crime in public spaces to 
determine priorities for programs and actions

• Survey residents on what would improve perceptions of safety in key public 
spaces to determine priorities for programs and actions

• Undertake a safety education program to inform the community about safety
issues and programs and the real levels of risk 

Strategy LC4.5
Incorporate safety design and lighting principles in design guidelines for public 
spaces

This is important because …

People will not use public spaces unless they feel safe to do so; 
however public perception of risk may not be consistent with 
actual risk

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Change in crime reported in public spaces

• Change in community perception of public safety and fear of 
crime

Living Communities Goal 4
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Success is …

Better community health and wellbeing through regular long-
term participation in recreational activities

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC5.1
Marketing and promotion of open space and recreation to encourage participation in 
recreation programs 

Strategy LC5.2
Support for community and sporting groups in providing recreational opportunities 
for all sections of the community, including:

• Encouraging groups to set targets for increased use and participation

• Supporting user groups with initiatives such as open membership, youth teams, etc

• Investigating training requirements for volunteers to promote participation and 
provide a quality service

This is important because …

Recreation activity is an important contributor to community 
health.  In particular, an active lifestyle reduces the risk of obesity 
and its attendant health problems

We want …

To actively encourage and support the community to use open space and participate in recreationLiving Communities
Goal 5

To measure this we will monitor... 

Percentage increase in the number of people participating in 
recreation and using open space
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Success is …

Warringah is a healthy place to live

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC6.1
Protect community health from the impact of hazards associated with hygiene 
in public places and businesses through regular inspections and an educational 
program for businesses

Strategy LC6.2
Support State and Federal health initiatives

This is important because …

Each person should have confidence they are living in a community 
where they do not have to worry about public health risks. The 
community should be involved in and aware of major public health 
initiatives

We want …

To build a healthy community that is free of public health risksLiving Communities
Goal 6

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of infringement notices given to non-compliant businesses

• Response to health initiatives
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Success is …

People participating in celebrations that draw strength from traditions, 
arts and culture and acknowledge diversity, achievement and heritage

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC7.1
Encourage community involvement and ownership of cultural activities by:

• Working with the community to agree on criteria for celebrations and arts 
and cultural development programs

• Continuing to draw on the rich resources of volunteers to help create the 
celebrations

• Develop skills and capacity within the community to encourage groups to 
initiate their own activities and events

• Promoting arts and cultural events including publishing an annual calendar 
of community events and official celebrations targeting local, regional and 
national issues

• Providing more opportunities for arts and cultural development through 
community and cultural development programs

This is important because …

Cultural activities acknowledge our diversity and strengthen community 
ties and understanding by exposing people to new cultural experiences

We want …

To build a vibrant community that reflects the culture, heritage and lifestyles of the people in WarringahLiving Communities
Goal 7

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of celebrations

• Participation in celebrations and events

• Number of arts and cultural development programs implemented 
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Success is …

Warringah’s traditional and emerging cultural heritage is 
promoted, protected and maintained

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC7.2
Continue Council’s commitment to conservation of indigenous and emerging 
cultural heritage by:

• Ensuring planning policies provide clear guidelines for heritage conservation

• Continuing to identify and protect sites of indigenous heritage significance

• Continuing to implement the Non-Indigenous Heritage Study and identify items 
of regional/state significance

• Reviewing Council’s Cultural and Heritage Strategy

Strategy LC7.3
Expand Council’s commitment to cultural and heritage protection and promotion, 
including consideration of the establishment of dedicated culture and heritage 
positions within Council

Strategy LC7.4
Expand Council’s commitment to multicultural community development, 
including consideration of the establishment of a dedicated Multicultural Officer’s 
position with a focus on the development of cultural diversity and promoting 
cultural understanding and awareness

This is important because …

Unless we act to protect and preserve it we risk the loss of 
significant indigenous and emerging cultural heritage

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of identified indigenous heritage sites

• Number of non-indigenous heritage sites on Warringah’s 
heritage inventory

• Number of programs, activities and events implemented to 
document, promote and celebrate the area’s cultural heritage

Living Communities Goal 7
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A Council for the people
Our aim: 
An open and trusting relationship between 
Council and the community
Consider the role of Council and what kind of organisation it needs to be to play 
its part in delivering the community’s vision of the future. 

One of the strengths of local government is its ‘localness’ – it is able to be close 
to the community it serves. It is also important the community is able to influence 
and participate in policy development. Greater community input will result in 
better policies and understanding and acceptance of them.  At the same time 
Council and the community must recognise that there will always be differing 
views on any proposal.  In making decisions, Council must recognise and balance 
local concerns with its obligation to the interests of the broad community.

In turn, the Council must understand the Community, which requires we use 
relevant and up-to-date information when we make decisions and provide 
services. To do this we have developed a number of strategies to gather and 
manage information about our residential and business community and the 
broader social and demographic changes that affect us.  

As well, Warringah is part of the wider regional community and must also take 
part in and try to influence regional, Sydney-wide, state and federal decisions. A 
number of strategies address how we may become a more influential voice with 
other levels of government and in our region.

Council has adopted the principles of environmentally sustainable development.  
This requires us to take decisions for the community that are consistent with ESD.  
It also requires that we examine and change Council’s own ways of working and 
commit to a number of goals that will make us a sustainable organisation.

Many people in the community and working parties stressed the important 
role that Council plays in offering community leadership.  Our strategies reflect 
the importance of communication and consultation to achieve an open and 
transparent relationship between Council and the community.

Finally, the strategies acknowledge that Council must be a financially viable 
organisation over the long term to have access to the resources to meet 
community needs.

To achieve our aim of building an open and trusting relationship between Council 
and the community we have six goals:

• Understanding our population
• Consistent and workable policies
• A stronger voice for locals
• Improved communication on development issues
• Effective leadership
• Better management of resources

Understanding our population
As the demographic profile of our population changes over time, Council will 
need to respond with changes to the type and level of services it offers.  Living 
Communities Goal 7 encourages population data to be shared with the 
community to ensure a continuing and informed debate on how Council can best 
serve the changing needs of the community.

Consistent and workable policies
For Council to work effectively in and with the community it must retain public 
confidence.  Living Communities Goal 8 addresses this issue through a number 
of strategies to increase the openness of, and community participation in Council 
policy making and review.

A stronger voice for locals
Many of the issues that confront the community fall outside the boundaries of 
local government authority.  Living Communities Goal 9 acknowledges it is 
important to seek improved relationships with other levels of government and 
that Warringah’s voice will be better heard if the Council and community act 
together.

Improved communication on development issues
Issues arising from Councils’ administration of building development are probably 
the largest source of conflict at the local level.  Living Communities Goal 10 
develops a number of approaches to assist the community to understand the 
constraints on Council and to ensure consistency in application of the planning 
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instruments.  It also looks at ways to better involve and inform the community 
during the development assessment process.

Effective leadership
The success of Council’s role in leading the community depends on being trusted 
and able to understand, influence and act on community views and needs.  
Developing trust requires openness and transparency on Council’s part.   Living 
Communities Goal 11 focuses on the importance of communication in the 
development of leadership and provides for improved consultation and feedback.

Better management of resources
Council has limited resources and the community will benefit most when Council 
uses those resources efficiently and makes sure they are used where they will 
do the most good.  Living Communities Goal 12 develops a number of 
suggestions for improved assessment of Council’s spending options as well as 
approaches to gain more funding for the community.
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Success is …

Informed planning, decision-making and delivery of services 
through better understanding of demographics and population 
trends by the community, Councillors and staff

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategies LC7.1
Establish a centralised information management function within Council to 
coordinate the regular collection, analysis and sharing of data.  Tasks will include:

• Identification of data that is to be regularly collected and analysed

• Regular data collection and analysis to gain an understanding of community 
needs, issues and trends

• Sharing of data and projections with the community to gain feedback and assist 
informed involvement in planning

• Promotion of the availability of a range of demographic information in 
accessible and easily understood formats

• Periodic updates on population projections, demographics and the political 
context to Councillors and staff

This is important because …

Many of the challenges for Council come from changes in the size 
and composition of Warringah’s population.  More available and 
better understood demographic data will lead to more informed 
debate in Council and the community

We want …

To increase community understanding of demographics and population change and their effect on community 
needs and trends

Living Communities
Goal 7

To measure this we will monitor... 

• The availability of a comprehensive, up-to-date and accurate 
demographic knowledge base

• Number of requests for demographic information that can be 
met by Council annually

• Regular updating of Warringah at a Glance and other key 
demographic information
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Success is …

Council commitment to an open policy-making process which attracts the 
participation and support of the community

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC8.1
Develop a strategic framework for policy development and 
implementation which addresses improved community awareness of, 
and participation in, policy-making

Strategy LC8.2
Review existing policies for consistency with community trends and 
needs and consistency with the agreed policy development framework

This is important because …

Openness and community participation will lead to better Council policies

We want …

To provide consistent and effective policies that are understood and supported by the communityLiving Communities
Goal 8

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Level of community support for new policies

• Opportunities for community input into new policies
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Success is …

An improved relationship between Local and State governments 
and community stakeholders

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC9.1
Seek more influence for local government through direct contact, by Council and 
the community, with State and other local governments, including:

• Participation in the metropolitan planning process

• Encourage community participation in State government planning (eg 
Metropolitan Strategy)

• Sharing information, priorities and resources with regional groups 

Strategy LC9.2
Seek a voice in federal affairs through the Australian Local Government 
Association (ALGA) and Council Of Australian Governments (COAG) 

This is important because …

Local government does not have the power to take action in 
many areas of community concern.  Sound relationships with 
other levels of government and within the region increases 
Council’s ability to act in the community’s interest

We want …

To have a stronger voice for local people in regional, metropolitan, state and federal affairsLiving Communities
Goal 9

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Degree of Council involvement in decision-making at the 
metropolitan level

• Number of regular meetings with State and other local 
governments

• Establishment of a regular forum with State government 
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Success is …

Consistent and transparent decision-making in the development 
assessment process

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC10.1
Ensure consistent application of planning instruments through education of all 
decision-makers in the development assessment process   

Strategy LC10.2
More clearly define the role and accountability of Councillors in the development 
assessment process 

Strategy LC10.3
Develop a Communication Strategy to include:

• Community forums at Council meetings to give community members a properly 
facilitated forum to air their concerns and to seek resolution and/or consensus

• Appropriate representation in the development assessment process for the local 
community as well as the applicants

• On-line availability of development applications

This is important because …

We need to maintain community confidence in the development 
assessment process

We want …

To achieve effective communication between the community and Council that recognises and balances needs 
and expectations with constraints

Living Communities
Goal 10

To measure this we will monitor... 

• The level of consistency between staff recommendations and 
Council decisions

• Community and stakeholder satisfaction
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Success is …

An open and transparent Council that leads by actively engaging 
with the community to create shared goals for Warringah’s future

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC11.1
Use a broad-based community consultation process that includes:

• Enhanced and innovative methods of consultation and community input

• Requirements for ongoing communication and dissemination of information

• Easy and effective feedback mechanisms for the community

• A reporting process to ensure Council recommendations are widely available 
and which demonstrates the reasons for a decision and how community 
feedback has influenced that decision

Strategy LC11.2
Structure community consultation into all Council processes and promote 
participation in the strategic planning process 

Strategy LC11.3
Raise awareness and understanding of key issues through community discussions 

This is important because …

The success of Council’s role in leading the community depends 
on being trusted and able to understand, influence and act on 
community views and needs.  Developing trust requires openness 
and transparency on Council’s part

We want …

To be a Council that shows effective leadership by communicating with people and organisationsLiving Communities
Goal 11

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Community satisfaction with Council decisions

• Community satisfaction with Council’s leadership role

• Number of people who take part in opportunities to discuss/
debate key issues facing Warringah
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Success is …

Provide and maintain services and projects that have been 
identified as priorities based on community needs

A social outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LC12.1
Develop data sources and evaluation criteria for assessing services and new 
projects, including those in the Section 94 Plans. Promote the evaluation criteria 
to improve community understanding of how funding and resources are allocated

Strategy LC12.2
Review and analyse funding and resources available to Council for the provision 
and maintenance of open space and recreational opportunities, including private 
enterprise, schools or government facilities and community volunteers; and a 
review of Section 94 Plans

Strategy LC12.3 
Lobby State Government for greater flexibility in the use of funding from Section 
94 Plans 

Strategy LC12.4
Investigate joint-use agreements to provide additional open space, eg use of 
school grounds for recreation 

This is important because …

The community benefits most when Council uses its limited 
resources to identify and address the most needed services and 
facilities

We want …

To manage funding and resources effectively and efficiently so we achieve better outcomes for the communityLiving Communities
Goal 12

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Changes in allocation of resources to reflect the results of the 
Community Survey and other relevant data 
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Our aims for Living Enterprises are:

Local opportunities: A strong local economy that provides employment and training 
opportunities

Managing visitors: Balancing the economic benefits of visitors and the impact on 
local resources and the environment

Delivering utilities: Well-managed business infrastructure to support a thriving local 
economy

Living Enterprises
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Local Opportunities 
Our aim: 
A strong local economy that provides 
employment and training opportunities
The economy of the Warringah area is strong, fuelled by a population with 
relatively high disposable incomes and high levels of consumption, home 
ownership and employment. Businesses in the area range from small to large 
companies across most industry groups and provide a variety of local, national 
and international products and services. 

There are advantages in having a strong and diverse business sector in Warringah:

• If people are able to work near to where they live it means they spend less time 
commuting which improves their quality of life

• People travelling shorter distances to work places less stress on our road system 
and helps to reduce traffic congestion

• People can get convenient access to the goods and services they need for 
everyday living

If we want to maintain a strong local economy that ensures people are able to 
work and buy the goods and services they need then Council must act to support 
local businesses and also plan for the future.

To achieve our aim of a strong local economy that provides employment and 
training opportunities we have six goals:

• Better information
• Maintaining a profitable business sector
• Support for local employment and training
• An adequate supply of employment lands
• Linking employment and transport issues
• Funding for Council business development activities

Better Information 
Council recognises it needs better information to plan with.  If we do not 

understand the business community we will not be able to plan well for its future.  
So Living Enterprises Goal 1 aims to develop and manage data about such 
things as what businesses we have, who they employ, what they do, where they 
are and how they expect their businesses to develop.

Maintaining a profitable business sector
The economic health of a community depends to a large extent on having a 
profitable business sector.  Without this, and an appropriate mix of businesses, 
people will be unable to easily access the range of goods and services they 
require.

Commercial and economic development in Warringah covers an array of 
issues including economic sustainability, employment generation, journeys-
to-work, land-use conflicts, infrastructure provision and urban design.  While 
environmental issues related to development are enjoying an increasing public 
profile, commercial and economic issues are often harder to define, particularly in 
terms of Council’s long-term planning.  To better define Council’s priorities in this 
area Living Enterprises Goal 2 requires Council to develop a Local Business and 
Services Plan to identify the types of business we need to attract to Warringah 
and what role Council can play.

Support for local employment and training
Underlying Council’s approach is the recognition that it is important to maintain 
and grow employment opportunities in the local area.  One of the important 
factors that businesses take into consideration when they decide to locate 
or expand in Warringah is whether suitably skilled staff are available.  Living 
Enterprises Goal 3 recognises there is an important link between a healthy 
business sector and the availability of training, and addresses the issue of training 
opportunities in the local area.  

An adequate supply of employment lands
The release of the Austlink land development some ten years ago substantially 
contributed to employment generation in Warringah.  Living Enterprises Goal 4 
recognises the positive effect land availability has on employment growth and aims to 
manage land use to avoid conflict and maintain an adequate supply of employment 
lands.  To continue to encourage employment generation, Council will develop an 
Employment Lands Strategy.  This will identify land use and development policies and 
mechanisms to respond to the changing market place.
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The Strategy will consider existing key industrial, commercial and retail centres 
when allowing for future business development.  In particular it will target small to 
medium-sized enterprises (up to 100 employees) which continue to be the growth 
segment of the Australian economy.  

Council is best placed to influence employment lands through the implementation 
of the Warringah LEP 2000.  Its next review will include an assessment of how 
the controls in the LEP fit with the Strategy and contribute towards economic, 
environmental and social sustainability.

Linking employment and transport issues
The issues related to Warringah’s retail, commercial and industrial lands are 
varied and complex and can’t be considered independently from other issues, 
particularly transport.  

Living Enterprises Goal 5 envisages that the Local Business and Services 
Plan will encourage businesses to establish in the local area, in particular by 
encouraging small and home-based business that is sympathetic to nearby 
residential uses.

Funding for Council business development activities
Council has not been in a position to devote substantial resources to business 
support and development.  Living Enterprises Goal 6 addresses possible 
funding sources that Council will pursue to make funds available for a continuing 
commitment to attracting and assisting businesses and service industries to locate 
in Warringah.
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Success is …

More reliable and accessible information to assist decision-making 
and allocation of resources for the business community  

An economic outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LP1.1
A Council Business Information Strategy that includes:

• Survey of all businesses in Warringah

• Linkages and networking with stakeholders (eg chambers of commerce and 
other business groups)

• Survey of the community to identify needs

• Building a database of information on local businesses

• Seeking and publicising State and Federal government grants and private 
funding

This is important because …

If Council is to make decisions that affect the business community 
it needs a better understanding of what makes business tick in 
Warringah.  Much of this information is local in nature and will 
need to be collected by Council

We want …

To understand business needs and trends based on a broad range of dataLiving Enterprises 
Goal 1

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Availability of a comprehensive, up-to-date and accurate 
commercial knowledge base

• Number of requests for commercial information that can be 
met by Council annually
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Success is …

Profitable businesses in Warringah that contribute to community 
prosperity by meeting the needs of the local and regional 
community for goods, services and employment

An economic outcome

What we will do …

Strategies LP2.1
A Local Business and Services Plan that develops industry-specific employment 
strategies to meet the service and employment needs of local and regional 
community. This will involve identifying complementary and preferred business 
types, including community-based business, organisations and home-based 
businesses

This is important because …

The economic health of a community depends to a large extent 
on having a profitable business sector.  Without this, and an 
appropriate mix of businesses, people will be unable to easily 
access the range of goods and services they require

We want …

Council policies that encourage an appropriate and accessible range of businesses and services to meet the 
service and employment needs of the local and regional community

Living Enterprises 
Goal 2

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of development applications approved for preferred 
business types

• Unemployment/employment rate within Warringah
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Success is …

Warringah residents have convenient access to training and 
education to maintain the supply of appropriately skilled workers 
for local businesses

An economic outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LP3.1
Work with State and Federal governments to improve access to and availability of:

• Education for local businesses

• Apprenticeships

Strategy LP3.2 
Regular discussion with and survey of education providers and the business 
community to:

• Identify real employment needs and opportunities

• Monitor skill shortages and other barriers to growth

• Expand existing education facilities

• Provide more support for apprenticeships

• Provide a variety of courses that match the needs of local business

This is important because …

Shortages of workers with the appropriate skills make local 
businesses less able to expand.  This may restrict growth in 
employment or lead to unemployment if the businesses relocate 
elsewhere

We want …

Employment and training for the community to be available locally and for businesses in Warringah to have 
ready access to appropriately skilled workers

Living Enterprises 
Goal 3

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of apprenticeships

• Number of TAFE and other college places

• Results of dialogue with local employers
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Success is …

Existing centres continue to be viable and there is an adequate 
supply and clear identification of locations for further commercial, 
industrial and retail development

An economic outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LP4.1
An Employment Lands Strategy to address location, supply, demand, access, 
labour and services (current and future)

Strategy LP4.2
Ensure the next review of LEP 2000 addresses the Employment Lands Strategy

This is important because …

Planning for future commercial growth assists in increasing local 
employment over time.  Otherwise new and growing businesses 
may not be attracted to Warringah

We want …

The location of commercial, industrial and retail development to be convenient for users, to provide ready 
access for employees and to avoid conflicts about land uses

Living Enterprises 
Goal 4

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Vacancy rates

• Gross turnover

• Monitor rates of change in commercial/industrial/residential 
property values

• Density measures for commercial properties
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Success is …

Reduced need to travel long distances to access jobs, services and 
recreation

An economic outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LP5.1
Expand the present concept of a Home Occupation within the Warringah Local 
Environmental Plan 2000 to enable complementary small-scale businesses to be 
established in residential areas 

Strategy LP5.2
A Local Business and Services Plan which:

• Encourages integration of appropriate complementary and compatible 
businesses within local neighbourhoods

• Encourages flexible working hours, home-based businesses and locally-based 
businesses

This is important because …

Traffic congestion is a major issue for Warringah.  Any reduction 
in people’s need to travel will assist in improving traffic flows

We want …

To reduce the demand for travel through more local jobs and servicesLiving Enterprises 
Goal 5

To measure this we will monitor... 

• The number of people working from home

• Local employment containment rate

• Traffic volumes on the region’s main arterial roads
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Success is …

Funds are available to support business and economic 
development in Warringah

An economic outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LP6.1
Investigate alternative funding sources for local business and economic 
development including:

• Levies on businesses

• Public and private partnerships

• Section 94 Plans

• State and Federal government funding – grants, program spending

This is important because …

We need to ensure new and growing businesses are located 
in Warringah to supply goods, services and employment for a 
growing population

We want …

Funding to enable Council support for business development in WarringahLiving Enterprises 
Goal 6

To measure this we will monitor... 

Available funds for business development in Warringah
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Managing Visitors
Our aim:
Balancing between the economic benefits of 
visitors and the impact on local resources and 
the environment
To achieve our aim of balance between the economic benefits of visitors and the 
impact on local resources and the environment we have one goal:

• Better visitor management

Better visitor management
In the past there was little emphasis on management of visitors to Warringah.  
While visitors bring economic benefits, they also have impacts on residents.  
Council must manage these impacts so the benefits outweigh the disadvantages.  
Living Enterprises Goal 7 identifies key tasks we must undertake in order to 
understand the costs and benefits of visitors to Warringah and recognises the 
importance of a regional approach to the issue.
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Success is …

Council works with local visitor service businesses to manage the 
impact of visitors to Warringah  

An economic outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LP7.1
Actively manage the impacts of visitors, including:

• Undertaking cost-benefit analysis of visitors

• Adopting a regional approach in cooperation with SHOROC/NSROC

• Identifying and seeking public and private sector grants

• Developing a policy for income generation for Council from visitors

• Considering the impact of visitors on open space and recreational facilities

This is important because …

While visitors bring economic benefits, they also have impacts on 
residents.  Council must manage these impacts so the benefits 
outweigh the disadvantages

We want …

To manage the impact of visitors to Warringah to balance the effect on the residents’ lifestyles with the 
economic benefits

Living Enterprises 
Goal 7

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Number of inbound and outbound visitors

• Council revenue from visitors

• Number of tours run in Warringah

• Employment in visitor-based businesses
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Delivering Utilities
Our aim:
Well-managed business infrastructure to 
support a thriving local economy
To achieve our aim of well-managed business infrastructure to support sustainable 
living we have one goal:

• Supply of utilities and services for business

Supply of utilities and services for business
The commercial sector is a major consumer of utilities and services.  Living 
Enterprises Goal 8 covers Council’s role in ensuring that adequate utilities such 
as gas, power and telecommunications services are available for local businesses.  
The ready supply of these essentials is an important factor that businesses take 
into account when deciding to locate or expand in Warringah.  Council is also 
obliged to work closely with service suppliers when making decisions about 
employment lands. 
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Success is …

Adequate and reliable gas, electricity, water, wastewater, drainage 
and telecommunications to service commercial, industrial and 
retail needs  

An economic outcome

What we will do …

Strategy LP8.1
Establish a Business Support program that incorporates:

• Regular consultation with users and liaison with supply authorities to assess and 
make representations on supply and demand

• Lobbying State and Federal governments for improved services

• Encouraging business to take part in demand management by exploring 
alternative energy and water-efficiency solutions

• Developing innovative methods for obtaining greater infrastructure funding (eg 
public private partnerships, developer agreements)

This is important because …

Business growth can be restricted by utility supply problems.  This 
may lead to less employment, particularly if businesses decide to 
relocate outside Warringah

We want …

To ensure the supply and cost of utilities and services meets the commercial, industrial and retail needs of 
Warringah

Living Enterprises 
Goal 8

To measure this we will monitor... 

• Adequacy of utility supply

• Reliability of utility supply 
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Tracy Morgan     Department of Community Services

Mesissa Palermo / Margaret Armstrong  Department of Health

Keith Ralfs/Gordon Lang   Warringah Chamber of Commerce

John Ross     Sydney Water

David Royle     Forest Coach Lines

David von Schill     NSW Department of Tourism, Sport and Recreation

State Government Representatives and external stakeholder 
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Name      Organisation 

Greg Britton     Patterson Britton Pty Ltd

Jenny Fisher     Former community services consultant

John Hewitt     John Hewitt Transport Planning Associates Pty Ltd

Charles Hill     Planning Workshop Australia

Kevin Hough     Associate, Centre for Local Government University of Technology Sydney

Kathy Jones     Kathy Jones & Associates

Dr Marcus Lincoln-Smith   The Ecology Lab Pty Ltd

Dr Scott Mooney    School of Biological, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of NSW

Martin Payne     Urban and Regional Planning Program, University of Sydney

Peter Phibbs     Planning Research Centre, University of Sydney 

Sue Preston     Northern Beaches Neighbourhood Service

Linc Roberts     Planning Link Pty Ltd

Sue Suter     Suter & Associates Leisure, and Tourism Planners

Tony Veal     School of Leisure, Sport and Tourism, University of Technology Sydney

Peter Williams     Faculty of Built Environment, University of NSW

Independent Experts
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Ian Armstrong 

Steve Bax 

Andrew Borthwick 

Melissa Cattapan

Terry Cooper

Kathryn Fadeev

Andrew Ginns

Lesley Hall

Michael Haynes

Paul Hogan

David Kerr

Daniel Lovett

Eva Martinez

Warringah Council Staff

Michael McDermid

Tim Meaker

Kathryn Parker

Ross Picard

Robin Powis
Brett Rodgers

Lorraine Slade

Katrina South

Georgina Wright

Deborah Young

Carol Yuen

Joe Zappavigna
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Living Warringah 2005
How we will live, work and play in the next decade and beyond



How large?
153 sq km
62 sq km bushland & national park
10 beaches
4 lagoons

Population?
137,652
16% children (0-12 years)
14% young people (13-24 years)
46% adults (25-55 years)
24% mature adults (56 years plus)

Not to scale
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From the Administrator
Since my appointment as Administrator of Warringah Council in July 2003, one 
of my priorities has been to develop a new Strategic Plan that reflected the views 
and aspirations of our residents.

It was with this in mind that we embarked on the Living Warringah project, with 
the goal of finding a common vision to define our future community. Living 
Warringah has been many months in the making and reflects extensive planning 
and consultation with the community. It provides an important blueprint that 
outlines where we are heading and what decisions need to be made to support 
this long term vision. 

With this document we can now envisage and work towards a Warringah of the 
future. It will be a community where the interaction between people and their 
local environment is at a very human scale. Where parents have well-thought out 
spaces for their children to play, where the needs of the elderly and disabled are 
carefully considered in any planning decisions and where public spaces become 
a focus of community life. Most importantly, it will be a community where the 
natural assets of this wonderful environment are stringently protected through 
measures that will drive decision-making at the local level. 

We aim to work hand-in-hand with other government 
agencies, local organisations and residents to effect 
change for our community. By taking an integrated 
approach to planning that involves all stakeholders, 
we can combine valuable resources, knowledge and 
expertise. 

For more detailed information on any of the visions 
(Our Future) and goals (Our Goals) outlined in Living 
Warringah, please refer to its supporting document: 
Living Warringah – In Focus. This document is offered 
to all free-of-charge via our website. It provides 
comprehensive background information and a detailed 
breakdown of the goals, outcomes and strategies that 
make up the broader picture. 

Dick Persson
Administrator 
Warringah Council
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If you could look into the future, imagine what 
type of community you would like to see.

 
How should we live, work and play? 

What values should we embrace?

These are the questions we have been asking the Warringah community over 
many months. After extensive consultation with residents, local business, 
independent experts, State government and Council staff, we have formed a 
picture of the future – a vision that represents your voice.

Living Warringah maps out this vision. It paints the picture of a vibrant 
community that seeks a better quality of life by living and working in balance 
with the natural environment. It shows how we are going to get there – what 
actions we need to take to safeguard our environment, develop our economy, 
strengthen our social fabric and improve our health and wellbeing.

This is what you have told us you want, and it is the guiding tool that will 
help shape our future. We’ll be working hand-in-hand with you to achieve a 
community that is environmentally, socially and economically sustainable.
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Together, let’s build a Warringah of the future.



Vision

A vibrant community, 
improving our quality of life by 
living and working in balance 

with our special bush and 
beach environment.
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How we’re living today …

We’re ageing at an advanced rate compared with the national average, while our  
younger population is declining.

There’s an increasing gap between high and low income earners, with a quarter 
of residents in the low-income bracket while many others enjoy high disposable incomes.

In many households, both parents work.

Half our working population has jobs within Warringah, and an increasing number 
are employed in small and home-based business.

Cars are still the most popular means of getting from A to B.

Warringah is renowned for its natural beauty and we are concerned about conserving the 
environment and managing the impact from development and visitors.

We dispose of 56,000 tonnes of waste each year. Recycling, however, is on the increase.

We have been very active in protecting our bushland and beaches, but our urban 
creeks are in need of attention.



How we want to live 
in the future...
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For more detailed information:

Throughout this document you will notice references in bold after some 
sentences eg LS, LE, LC and LP.

These refer to more details on individual goals contained in Living Warringah 
- In Focus, which is the supporting document for this summary of our 
Strategic Plan. 



The sound of the ocean, the feel of the bush. Places 
to relax and enjoy with family and friends. A safe 
environment for children to play. Homes to be 

proud of. 

Work and shops that are in walking distance. The 
freedom to get where you’re going in less time than 

you thought.

RESPONSIVE

Living Spaces

11

ACCESSIBLE



Our Goals

Urban development policies that are community 
responsive and keep pace with changes in population 
growth.  LS3

Water, energy and waste efficient housing in harmony 
with their natural and built environment.  LS4

Buildings and landscapes that are well-designed, 
attractive and sociable places to live and work.  LS5

Residential streets that are focal points for 
neighbourhood activity.  LS6

Open space and recreation facilities catering for 
different ages and interests.  LS1

Bush, beach and waterways we can use and enjoy 
without compromising the natural environment.  LS2

Our Goals

Outdoor Living

Our Future

Great outdoor spaces to relax and play. A choice 
of safe and well-maintained parks, playgrounds, 
sports fields and recreation facilities. The 
opportunity to enjoy nature, be active, and spend 
leisure time with family and friends. 

Defining Development

Our Future

A place to call home that suits your needs and is 
within your financial reach. Energy efficient new 
development. Local streets that are an important 
part of neighbourhoods – providing spaces to 
play, walk or cycle in safety.
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Infrastructure and facilities reflecting the diverse 
and changing needs of the community.  LS11

Our Goals

Our Goals

Road networks supporting public transport, 
cycling and walking.  LS7

Transport corridors connected with shops, jobs, 
facilities and housing to create convenient and 
safe alternatives to the car.  LS8

Bus transport that is secure and efficient providing 
access to more localities.  LS9

Roads with less congestion and improved safety 
and infrastructure.  LS10

Easy Access

Our Future

Travel options that are safe, convenient, affordable 
and accessible. The ability to move around freely, 
whether by foot, public transport or private 
vehicle.

Sharing Assets

Our Future

Quality roads, drains, libraries, and community 
centres. Public assets that are valued and 
looked after as resources for current and future 
generations.
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A legacy to share with future generations. Areas 
of natural beauty rich with a diversity of plants 

and animals. 

A desire by all to make a difference – a shared 
responsibility and a feeling of ownership for our 

natural world.

BIODIVERSITY

CONSERVATION

Living Environment
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Our Goals

Sustainable living embraced as a way of life by all 
residents  - all of us accepting responsibility for 
environmental issues like waste disposal, recycling, 
energy use, air and noise pollution.  LE4

Our Goals

Environmental biodiversity protected through 
bushland conservation, reserve networks and 
responsible land management.  LE1

Catchments, waterways and marine environments 
managed as an important, sustainable resource.   LE2

Sustainable living commitment influencing all levels of 
Council’s planning and policy-making.  LE3

Protecting Nature

Our Future

Healthy bush, beaches and waterways supporting 
a range of animal and plant life.

Your Backyard

Our Future

A community that takes pride in caring for its 
environment. 

Where individuals and business do their part, 
knowing everything done on an individual level 
contributes to a healthy planet.

at Home and at Work
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A sense of belonging. Feeling part of a vibrant 
and culturally rich community. 

Coming together for shared events. Being 
involved, active and informed. Knowing your 

contribution counts and your opinion is valued. 

LEADERSHIP

PARTNERSHIP

Living Communities
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Demographic and population data used to better inform decision-
making.  LC8

Policy-making that is transparent and produces consistent, effective 
outcomes.  LC9

Partnerships between Council and community that achieve a 
stronger voice in State and Federal government.  LC10

Improved development assessment processes better balancing 
community expectations with Council decision making.  LC11

Effective leadership based on a track record of open and inclusive 
communication.  LC12

Resources that are managed effectively and allocated to where they 
are most needed.  LC13

Partnerships between community and Council achieving better 
provision of programs and services.  LC1

Culture of participation encouraging the community to be involved 
in Council decision making.  LC2

Community activities supported by the diverse skills and expertise of 
local residents.  LC3

Safe public spaces reflecting Warringah’s unique identity.  LC4

Recreation activities fostering an active and healthy community. 
LC5

A community free of public health risks.  LC6

A vibrant quality of life celebrating local culture and heritage. LC7

A Place For All
Our Future
Individuals, families and neighbourhoods linked together as 
supportive, functioning communities. Public areas that are 
safe and well-maintained.  

Our Goals

A Council For The People

Our Future
The opportunity to have your voice heard by a Council that is 
responsive to your needs. To understand and be involved in the 
processes through which community decisions are made.

Our Goals
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Thriving business, satisfied staff. Local 
opportunities for jobs and education. 

Services that are reliable and available. 

Visitors who contribute to the local economy 
without compromising the environment.

ACTIVE

Living Enterprises

INNOVATIVE
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Utilities and services matching the needs of Warringah’s 
commercial, industrial and retail community.  LP8

Visitor management achieving a better balance between 
economic gain and environmental impact.  LP7

Local information used to better understand business needs 
and trends.  LP1

Local economy providing an appropriate mix of profitable 
businesses.   LP2

Education and employment opportunities fostering local skills 
and talent.  LP3

Integration between business and employment reducing 
conflicts about land use.  LP4

Reduced demand for travel through local jobs and services. 
LP5

Council support for business development in Warringah. LP6

Local Opportunities
Our Future
Jobs and training located nearby. Business 
employing their workforce from the local area.

Our Goals

Managing Visitors

Our Future
Harmonious sharing of beaches, bush, recreation and 
shopping areas. Enjoying the benefits of visitors, while 
minimising their impact on local resources and the 
environment. 

Our Goals

Delivering Utilities

Our Future
A ready and sustainable supply of electricity, gas, 
water, telecommunications and other important utility 
services.

Our Goals
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More detail

Refer to the supporting document: Living Warringah – In Focus, available via our website at
www.warringah.nsw.gov.au. It provides comprehensive background information and a detailed 
breakdown of the strategies and outcomes that make up the broader picture. 

If you are having problems reading this document please contact 131 450.

Se avete difficoltà a leggere questo documento, siete pregati di chiamare il 131 450.

Ако имате проблема са читањем овог документа, молимо вас да назовете 131 450.
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